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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Motivation 
Acoustic radiation from ribbed and reinforced structures has been of considerable interest 
for decades. An early work presented by Maidanik and Kerwin (1963) investigated acoustic 
radiation from a multiple-ribbed plate with fluid-loading due to a point force. Romanov (1971) 
analyzed the influence of reinforcing beams on the acoustic radiation of an infinite plate driven 
by random line forces between the beams. Feit and Saurenman (1969) also investigated 
acoustic radiation from beam-stiffened submerged plates due to a point force excitation, but 
they adopted an approximation for the numerical solution in the high-frequency range. 
Garrelick and Lin (1975) considered the effect of the rib number on the on-axis pressure 
radiated by a point-excited, fluid-loaded, frame-stiffened plate. 
However, most of the previous acoustic work did not include the important features of 
structural vibration. Although Rumerman (1975) provided solutions for the free and forced 
vibration of a periodic rib-stiffened infinite plate, his results do not consider fluid-loading 
effects. Eatwell and Butler (1982) obtained expressions for the vibration of a fluid-loaded 
elastic plate which is stiffened by a finite number of parallel beams, but they used asymptotic 
analysis for solutions. 
This dissertation is motivated by the need for a better understanding of both the vibrational 
and acoustic responses of stiffened structures to enable a more complete interpretation of their 
interaction. A self-consistent mathematical formulation, using the Fourier transform method 
and direct Gaussian numerical integration schemes, is developed and verified for both 
structural and acoustic responses, primarily for infinite fluid loaded nonperiodically stiffened 
plates. The model and numerical scheme readily allow investigation of additional interesting 
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topics, like the well-known passband and stopband characteristic and the intriguing mode 
localization phenomenon that are observed in stiffened structures. 
Many reinforced structures are designed to be composed of identically constructed 
stiffeners that are attached to a surface at regularly spaced intervals. Such structural systems, 
known as periodic structures, have been the subject of extensive investigations for the past 
thirty years. One well-known characteristic common to periodic structures is the occurrence of 
alternate response passbands and stopbands in the frequency domain. 
In reality, due to material and geometric properties and manufacturing variabilities, a 
structure designed to be periodic never is precisely periodic. The deviation from ideal 
periodicity is known as disorder, and has to be taken into account in realistic analysis. When 
periodicity is disrupted, i.e., in disordered structures, transmission of vibrational energy 
throughout the structure is reduced. Also, vibrational energy can become confined or localized 
within a specific region of a structure. This is known as the localization effect or Anderson 
localization. This effect, first predicted by Anderson (1958) in a paper regarding the transport 
of electrons in an atomic lattice, became an important in solid-state physics. Localization that 
occurs in disordered structural systems is much more difficult to model than localization in a 
one-dimensional atomic lattice (governing equations for two-dimensional systems are generally 
more complex than for one-dimensional systems). Localization models can be used to predict 
the transmission and/or confinement of vibrational energy in structural systems. Thus, the 
localization phenomenon could be used to provide noise and vibration control engineers 
insights into optimal positions for implementing passive damping to quiet structural systems. 
The localization phenomenon was investigated in both one- and two-dimensional 
structures. Solutions for structural and acoustic responses of infinite fluid loaded 
nonperiodically stiffened plates, formulated using the Fourier transform method and direct 
Gaussian integration, provide the basis for examination of localization in two-dimensional 
structures. A secondary effort examined the natural modes of vibration of finite stiffened 
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beams with various boundary conditions using the transfer matrix method; a method which has 
been assured as a powerful tool for dealing with simple, regular structures in numerous 
articles. 
As it is easier to implement experimental work with a finite one-dimensional domain than 
with an infinite two-dimensional domain, an experiment was executed on a disorderly 
stiffened, two-span, hinged-hinged beam to realize localized modes on a test structure. The 
acoustic radiation pattern above a baffled test beam was also measured, and compared with 
predictions calculated by using a Rayleigh integral and beam structural responses calculated 
using the transfer matrix method. 
Explanation of Dissertation Organization 
The main body of this dissertation consists of five papers. The objectives of the research 
and a systematic development of the execution of each paper are summarized next. 
In the first paper, the Fourier transform method is used to formulate the displacement 
response for single-ribbed, infinite plates subject to a plane wave incident pressure, a line 
force, or a point force. Fluid loading is neglected in this formulation. The resultant system 
model can be solved by a direct numerical integration scheme for either line or point force 
excitations. Plate structural intensity is obtained by taking appropriate derivatives of the 
displacement response function for terms needed in the structural intensity expression (using 
formulations derived by other authors) and applying branch-cut contour integrals and direct 
numerical schemes to those terms to finalize the solution. Ribs are modeled with both 
translational and rotational stiffness parameters (see Appendix A in Paper I) throughout the 
work on the infinite, ribbed plate. 
The second paper establishes a relationship in the wavenumber domain via Euler's equation 
between the displacement response function and the acoustic response function for a single-
ribbed, infinite plate with negligible fluid loading. Once that relationship is established, an 
inverse Fourier transform is used to obtain the acoustic response in the physical domain. The 
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nearfield acoustic pressure response to a line force excitation is analyzed by using a direct 
numerical scheme. However, for responses to a point force excitation, an approximation of 
basic trapezoidal integration is employed to solve one of the needed integration steps in lieu of 
an analytical solution to make determination of the plate displacement response feasible. A 
coordinate transform from cartesian to polar coordinates is indispensable in the identification of 
integral solutions. 
A complicated but smooth formulation is presented in the third paper for the vibrational 
responses on multiple-ribbed plates submerged in air or water. At this point, an important 
check is made for self-consistency between solutions of the first and third papers, where the 
limiting case of negligible fluid loading, and a single rib are modeled using the Paper m 
formulation. Special cases of both displacement and structural intensity responses are also 
verified with previous authors results. 
The fourth paper is again based on tiie connection established in die wavenumber domain, 
relating the displacement response function to the acoustic response function via Ruler's 
equation. This time, however, the more general case of multiple-ribbed infinite plates with 
fluid loading is considered. Again, an inverse Fourier transform is carried out to obtain the 
acoustic response in the physical domain. Several comparisons between tiiese acoustic 
responses and other author's results are presented to demonstrate that this model and numerical 
scheme are consistent and reliable. 
The fifth paper uses the model and appropriate numerical schemes verified in Paper TV to 
analyze the mode localization phenomenon in ribbed infinite plates. However, before touching 
upon multiple-ribbed, infinite plates, a side step is taken to the simpler one-dimensional 
problem of localization in finite attached beams. 
For analysis of this one-dimensional structure, the decision is made to adopt the transfer 
matrix method which has been used successfully by many authors. Analytical results are 
accompanied by results from a beam experiment designed to exhibit localization. Localized 
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modes are observed on disordered, two-span, stiffened, hinged beams in both the analytical 
and experimental models. In addition, the analytical model shows that disordered, multiple-
span, stiffened beams with free-free end conditions exhibit localization at higher modes than 
were observed for hinged-hinged boundary conditions. Prediction of the localized beam mode 
shape distiibution allows the acoustic pressure to be predicted by using a Rayleigh integral. 
These results are compared with acoustic measurements from the experimental set up. 
Acoustic power and radiation efficiency calculations were also performed to give completion to 
this work. 
Returning to infinite, multiple-ribbed plates, first, the passband/stopband phenomenon is 
discussed. The ribbed plate model clearly demonstrates the presence of passbands and 
stopbands in both periodic and quasi-periodic structures submerged in either air or water. An 
intricate phenomenon related to merging of passbands elicits a series of detailed investigations. 
The mode localization phenomenon is observed to exhibit two different behavior 
characteristics, that appear to be related to rib disorder arrangements. A randomly disordered, 
quasi-periodic interval is used to perturb rib spacing in several tests. On the quasi-periodic, 
multiple-ribbed plate, localization is relatively weak, presenting a prominent displacement 
response in a single bay of the ribbed plate. The bay to bay transmission phenomenon seems 
to reflect only a minor localization effect. Increasing the rib number in the random arrangement 
will make the localization more noticeable. A second rib arrangement, defined as a near-
periodic, is the perturbation of just a single rib spacing or rib density on the ribbed plate. On 
the near-periodic, multiple-ribbed plate, localization is relatively strong, producing a noticeable 
displacement response over a distance extending to bays close to the force location. However, 
the bay to bay transmission phenomenon throughout the entire plate is largely attenuated. 
Increasing the rib number for this case again produces the same tendency to make the 
localization noticeable. 
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The mechanisms that make the localization possible and that produce different forms of 
localization are explored in detail in this fifth paper. Also, farfield pressure patterns and 
acoustic power are again computed for certain select cases to demonstrate the influence of the 
localization on the acoustic responses. 
Explanation of Dissertation Format 
This dissertation comprises a general introduction followed by five papers and a summary 
with general conclusions. 
These five papers cover five different topics of research work that will each be submitted 
for journal publication. Each paper follows the format established by the appropriate journal 
publisher. Paper I attacks the problem by initiating the analytical derivation and demonstrating 
a successful numerical solution for single-ribbed infinite plates submerged in negligible fluid 
loading. Paper I provides a fundamental formulation which Paper II relies upon to develop 
acoustic responses to single-ribbed plate vibrations. These two closely related papers are going 
to be submitted to the Journal of the Acoustical Societv of America. Paper IE extends the 
Paper I derivation from a single rib to multiple ribs and incorporates fluid loading, and also 
supports the essential vibratory solution formulation used in Paper IV for prediction of acoustic 
responses to multiple-ribbed, fluid loaded plate vibrations. These two papers will be submitted 
to the Journal of the Acoustical Societv of America as well. Paper V tackles the mode 
localization phenomena, and is arranged to be submitted to the Journal of Sound and Vibration. 
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PAPER I. 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSES OF A SINGLE-RIBBED INFINITE 
PLATE IN AIR: DISPLACEMENT AND STRUCTURAL 
INTENSITY 
8 
ABSTRACT 
An analytic solution for the vibrational responses caused by the application of a line or 
point force to the rib of a single-ribbed, infinite plate with negligible fluid loading was 
investigated in a previous paper [ 1]. Using the same analytic method to obtain these responses 
for an identical ribbed plate system, this paper incorporates the results from a case in which the 
excitation force is applied away from the rib. Results again show that the rib provides a 
reduction in the plate displacement response. It is confirmed that the structural intensity in the 
ribbed plate is an excellent tool for force and rib position identification. Furthermore, structural 
power calculations based on structural intensity are carried out and compared with the 
mechanical input power to determine the power loss associated with energy flow across the rib. 
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ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
Analysis of an idealized marine structure reinforced by framing elements can be simulated 
approximately as that of a plate reinforced by rib elements. Due to the fact that ribs change the 
impedance of a plate, modifications in the vibration of a ribbed plate can be reasonably 
expected when an excitation load is attached to a reinforcing rib. Lamb [2] analyzed the input 
impedance of a beam coupled to an infinite plate in vacuum. He found that at very high 
frequencies the input impedance approaches that of a free beam, while at lower frequencies the 
plate adds an additional stiffness susceptance to the input admittance. 
Analysis of the vibrational response of infinite, single-ribbed plates has been investigated 
by several authors [3-5]. The vibrational responses due to a general excitation of a submerged, 
infinite and periodically stiffened plate were formulated and solved with the Fourier transform 
method by Evseev [6]. Rumerman [7] started from plane wave excitation of a diy, infinite, 
periodically stiffened plate, and he then extended this model to include the vibrational response 
to a general excitation by using a spectral impedance approach. Mace [8] [9] adopted the 
Fourier transform method to formulate the vibrational response of a periodically stiffened 
infinite plate subjected to different types of excitation, including plane wave, line force, and 
point force excitation sources. Numerical integration was performed to calculate the responses 
both with and without fluid loading. 
Referring to Mace's work and previous work, a similar technique is performed in this work 
and applied to off rib, line and point force excitations to investigate tiie vibrational responses of 
a single-ribbed, infinite plate submerged in air (i.e., negligible fluid loading). Though the 
resulting expressions have die same form as before, comparisons with otiier author's results 
are carried out to verify that the ribbed plate system is adequately modeled and the numerical 
scheme is correctiy applied. 
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I. Mathematical Analysis 
A. Formulation of displacement response 
Consider an infinite, thin, elastic ribbed plate. Figure 1, lying in the plane z = 0 with plate 
thickness h p, density p p and rib cross-sectional dimensions as shown in Figure 1. The top 
half-space is occupied by air of density p Q and sound speed CQ. A vacuum is assumed to exist 
below the plate. 
infinite z>0: fluid 
z<0: vacuum 
Infinite 
Abx 
Abz 
ez: eccentricity of the rib 
infinite 
Figure 1. Geometry of an infinite single-ribbed plate. 
The ribbed plate system is governed by the following equation 
Dp(v4 - kf^) w(x,y,t) = f(x,y,t) - (pa)z=o - ô(x)Fo m^, (1) 
11 
E h ^ 
where Dp is the plate flexural rigidity. Dp = , Ep is the plate Young's modulus, v 
12(1 - v2) 
is the plate Poisson's ratio; (pa)z=0 is acoustic pressure loading from air; w(x,y,t) is the plate 
transverse displacement response; f(x,y,t) is an excitation pressure; Fo and MQ are rib reaction 
force and moment respectively; ô( ) is the Dirac delta function; V'^ is the two-dimensional 
biharmonic operator in cartesian coordinates x and y; kf is the plate wavenumber where 
kf^ 
_ Pp^p^ , p p is the plate density, hp is the plate thickness, and to is angular frequency. 
A) 
1. Plate response to a plane wave incident pressure Assume the plate is 
subjected to a time harmonic plane wave incident pressure, f(x,y,t) = po e'W-k^x-kyy), where 
PO is the amplitude of the plane wave pressure, i is iTT, k* and ky are plane wave pressure 
wavenumbers along x- and y-axis respectively. This excitation function can be substituted into 
equation (1). With the rib oriented along the y-axis, the plate response, reaction force and 
moment from the rib, and the acoustic pressure loading will be of the form e'W-^yy). In other 
words, equation (1) can be expressed as one-dimensional equation of motion along the x-axis 
as follows: 
W(X) = % E-IKXX - (K)z=0 - 8(X)% +MÎIMO. (2) 
a/ âx2 dx 
Define the one-dimensional Fourier transform pairs as 
(«)=[ 00 f a)= I f(x) dx andf(x) = -i-
2ji 
00 
f ( a )  da ,  
.00 
where the ~ denotes the transformed expressions. Applying the Fourier transform on 
equation (2) with respect to the variable x, one obtains 
2 [Dp(a2 + ky^ ) - mp 0)2 ] w(a) = 2npo ô(a - k^) - [ Pa(a)]z=0 - PQ- iaMg, (3) 
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where mp = p php is mass density of the plate per unit area. 
In order to solve the complete problem, the fluid pressure loading term [ ^(a) ]z=o in 
equation (3) needs to be represented in terms of w(a). Fortunately, Ruler's equation and the 
Helmholtz equation adapt themselves for that purpose. Euler's equation is 
[iBâ.] =poa)2w, (4) 
àz z=0 
and the Helmholtz equation is 
(—4--^ + - —) Pa(x,y,z,t) = 0. (5) 
dx^ ày dz^ CQ^ dt^ 
Because a dynamic fluid pressure loading term of the form pa(x,y,z,t) = Pa(x,z) eK^t-k^y) jg 
expected, equation (5) after taking a Fourier transform with respect to the variable x becomes 
[JL . (a2 + ky2 - ko^ )] Pa(a,z) = 0, (6) 
dz^ 
where ko =—is acoustic wavenumber in fluid. Let + ky^ - ko^ = then equation (6) 
Co 
can be rewritten as 
2 
( T|2) pa(ct,z) — 0. 
dz^ 
Basically, the solution to the above equation is 
^a(a^) = Ae-nz, (7) 
where A is an arbitrary constant which will be determined by equation (4), and a negative sign 
has been picked up for the exponential argument tyz to avoid the solution blowing up on the 
z & 0 half-space. Also applying a Fourier transform on equation (4) on the variable x, one 
obtains 
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jâ£a(a^j =P0a)2w(a). 
dz z=0 
(8) 
Substituting equation (7) into equation (8), it becomes 
[A(-Ti)e'^^]z=o = poc»)2w(a), 
i.e., A = w(a). 
n 
(9) 
Finally, the term [Pa(a)]z=0 can be expressed in terms of w(a) by introducing equation (9) as 
[-PQ"^ w(a) e-nz] = w(a) . (10) 
T) Z=0 11 
Substituting equation (10) into equation (3) and rearranging, one obtains 
2 2 
w(a) = [Dp (a2 + KY^ ) - mpto^ - ^0" ] [2n:poô(a - k^) - Fq - iaMg], (11) 
and Ti = V a2 + ky^ - ko^ . The physical response given in equation (11) after an inverse 
Fourier transform becomes 
w(x)  =J_P0  •_Fo ,  
Dp Q(kxi ky) 2nDp Q(a, ky) 2nDp J.oo Q((%, ky) 
e-i«\ da -iMO-[ ae-i«\ da, 
J-o 
where Q(a, ky) or Q(kx, ky) is defined [6] as 
2 moco^ Q(a,ky) = (a2 + k§) -HlE PQW" 
DDV a2 + - kg 
The response can alternatively be expressed in a dimensionless form [8] as 
ï^=PO e-i|^*^Bo(|ix , Ky) - ^ 
/ 2K 
e-ij^*Po(ti,»iy)dti- iMl 
2n 
PQ(|i, Hy )d|i (12) 
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where, 
•-r=^= 
y + - MO^ 
-1 
^4 ^mp 0)2/4 ^ 
A, 
and I is a scaled length for a non-dimensional process. 
At this point, equation (12) is the complete solution to the fluid loaded problem. Now, 
however, one starts to neglect the fluid loading of air by letting L = 0, in the following 
formulation. If one does that and evaluates the 2nd and 3rd terms on right hand side of 
equation (12) by application of a contour integral, the ribbed plate displacement response to 
plane wave incident pressure without fluid loading turns out to be 
= V £2^- |Ay2 , and X,2 = V £2^ + ny^ are poles of the contour integral. With the help of 
force and moment equilibrium equations at the rib location, % and Mb can be substituted with 
Po in equation (13) as follows: 
w(*i=poe-»t^x* Po - %G(x) - iMoH(x) (13) 
where. 
G(x) = -J— ( - e + i ) 
4q2 M h ' 
- i  I i e-l^'^2  
(l,x>0' 
(e-ilxIXi . e-lxlA.2) sgn(x) = ( 0, x=0 
1-1, x<0 
Fg = Kr— lx=0 + Kto lx=0 , 
I ax 
(14) 
Mo = KR^ IX=0 + KTR ^  IX=0 , 
ax I 
(15) 
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where KT , KR , and KTR are dimensionless rib dynamic parameters [8] [10] as shown in 
Appendix A. Also one can show that 
^ I x=0 = Po Po - %G(0) - i^ H(O), 
— I x=0 = -i^xPo Po - FoG'(O) - iMoH'(O), 
dx 
where the ' denotes derivative with respect to the variable x. It is true that H(0) = G'(0) = 0. 
Substituting ^ lx=0 and — I x=0 into equations (14) and (15), one can arrive at the result in 
I dx 
matrix form as 
Using matiix operations to rearrange the above equations, one finds Eg and Mb in terms of po 
as 
1 + KTG(0) 
. KTRG(0) 
(16) 
^ — 2 2 
where K = 1- A = [-^ + G(0)] [-J— + iH'(0)] - [G(0) x iH'(0)]. If 
KTKR KT KR KTKR 
— —* 
KTR = 0 is assumed, i.e., K =1, then equation (16) is simplified as follows: 
+ ^xG(O) 
(17) 
with A = [-J— + G(0)] [-J— + iH'(O)]. 
KT KR 
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Eventually, the displacement response function can be fully expressed as 
. My) - -I— W + iH'(0, Hy)] G(x, Vy) 
' A(jiy) KR(fly) 
- W + G(0, My)] H{x, |iy)} e-iW , 
^(liy) Kr(ny) 
with KTR = 0 and no fluid loading being assumed. 
2. Plate response to general forcing excitation Define a general forcing 
function as 
where F(a,p) is the wavenumber spectrum of the function F(x,y). Equivalently, they are a 
two-dimensional Fourier transform pair. Therefore, a plane wave pressure excitation has 
wavenumber spectrum of: 
F(a,P) = (2n)^ poô(a - k*) Ô(P - ky) .with F(x,y) = pg e e'ikyy. 
From the previous section, the displacement response due to (he excitation po e-'t^yy 
was obtained in equation (18). Applying two inverse Fourier transforms on with 
respect to the variables x and y, one obtains the wavenumber spectral response as 
w(a,P) = ^v) t(2«)^ Pb8(« - M'x) - (% + iaMo) 2jc] ô(p - [^). 
Recalling equation (17) as: 
Po + iH'(0. (ly)] Po, 
A(M.y) *^(Hy) 
(19) 
+G(0,ny)] Po, 
A(|Ay) Kr(|iy) 
17 
and substituting for (2ii)^ po with F(|ix, Hy) dn^dpy to represent a load in the spectral domain, 
one satisfies 
F(a,p) = F(nx, tiy) ô(a - Hx) S(P " Hy) dfXxdny, 
and 
F(x,y) 
J-OO J.c 
F(nx, Hy) e-'W dMMy-
Then, for each F(nx. Hy) d^ixdp^ component, the corresponding wavenumber spectral response 
is 
Wcomponent('* » P) — ^y) {ô(® " M^x) " + iH'(0, |Xy)] (2jr) A((iy) I^(ny) 
- + G(0. |iy)]} F(Hx, fiy) djlxd|iyô(p - fly). (2jl) A(|Xy) KjCHy) 
Consequently, by assuming that linear superposition holds, the total displacement response 
spectrum is obtained by integrating the above equation from -oo to oo on both the variables nx 
and tty as 
Wtotal(a •P)= f 
J-oo . 
w component(o >P) 
I.e., 
Wtotal(a.p) = /^Po(a,(iy) {F(a,p) - (-L) -L- + iH'(0.p)] 
2n A(p) KR(P) 
+ G(0.p)] 
2n A(p) KT(P) 
P(^x.P) Po(f^x -P) d(ix 
F(|i.x iP) PoCl^x iP) d|ix }• (20) 
18 
Physically, the plate displacement response to a general forcing excitation can be obtained by 
taking two inverse Fourier transforms on equation (20) with respect to the variables a and p as 
w(x,y) = (-L) 
231 
2 f°° 
Wtotal(a,p) efiPy dadp. (21) 
-00 J-00 
3. Plate response to a line force excitation Assume the plate is subjected to a 
line force with amplitude F/ [N/m] and wavenumber |iy acting in parallel in the y-axis at a 
distance xq from the y-axis as shown in Figure 2. Again the line force can be written as a 
dimensionless force Fourier transform pair 
F(a,p) = 2n ô(p - (ly), (22) 
4» 
Cz = 2.66e-2 [m] 
Abx = hp = 3.175e-3 [m] 
Abz = 5.0e-2 [m] 
infinite 
infinite 
infinite 
Abi 
infinite 
Figure 2. Sketch of a line force applied on the ribbed plate. 
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g 
F(x,y) = ^^&{x - %) e'KyY. (23) 
A) 
Substituting equation (22) into equation (20) and taking inverse Fourier transforms twice, one 
obtains 
w/(x,y) = (^)^ 
2ji l\{a3) {2n5^-e?«*0ô(p-^y) A) 
2 
- (J-) -JL_ [_^ + iH'(0,p)] 2n BLx 
2n A(P) KR(P) A) 
e't***Oft)(^x,P) dnxô(p-ny) 
.00 
00 
- (-S-) -1- W— + G(0,p)] 2jc I te ft)(nx,P) dte ô(p - (ly)} 
2n A(p) KT(P) J-oo 
X e-i«* er'Py dadp 
/2 
Using similar substitutions to those used to get from equation (12) to (13), one knows 
roo 
eit^x^o Po(n^,p) d|ix = 2nG(xo,P), (24) 
-00 
POO 
Hx Po(Hx ,P) d|ix = -2nH(xo.P)- (25) 
-00 
Hence, w/(x,y) is obtained as 
w/(x,y) = -SL. e'lW fo(a,(iy) " « > - W + iH'(0,Hy)] 
2nD^) J.0O A(|Ay) KR(Hy) 
X G(% . Hy) + W + G(0,|iy)] X H(xo,|Xy)} da. 
A(fly) KT(jly) 
Applying equation (24) and (25) again to the above equation on the integration variable a, one 
gets: 
20 
2 
w/(x,y) = ffijiyy {G(x - %,Hy) i—[==-1 + iH'(0,Hy)] G(^,|iy) G(x,|iy) 
A) KR(My) 
+ —1— + G(0,|Xy)] H(xo,|iy) H(x,Hy)}. (26) 
A((iy) KjCHy) 
4. Plate response to a point force excitation Assume the plate is subjected to a 
point force with amplitude Fp [N] acting at the location (xQ.yo) as shown in Figure 3. The 
point force can be written as a force Fourier transform pair 
F(a,p) = ^ei«w tfPyo, (27) 
A) 
F F(x,y) =-H—ô(x - xo) ô(y - yo). (28) 
Applying a procedure similar to that followed in the previous section, one can obtain 
infinite 
infinite 
infinite 
Abs 
infinite 
Figure 3. Sketch of a point force applied on the ribbed plate. 
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wp(x,y) , ) = (J-/ f 
2n J.00 . 
'^Po(a.P) elPyo - (J_) + iH'(0,p)] 
q, 231 A(P) q, KR(P) 
-00 
00 
Po(!Xx.P) dux e^Pyo - (-&-) _J—&[=^+G(0,p)] 
2n A(p) Q, KT(P) 
X f nx po(tix,P) d|xx efPyo} er»"* er'Py dadp -L. 
J-oo /2 
Using equations (24) and (25) again in the above equation, one obtains Wp(x ,y) as 
2 r 00 f 00 
fc(a,p) {eria(=' " %) e-»P(y " >») Wp(x,y) = ^ I 
4n^Dp J-oo 
- -J—W— + iH'(0,p)] G(xo,p) e-'«* e-»P(y " yo) 
A(P) KR(P) 
+ -^[=rJ—+ G(0,P)] H(%,P) eriax er»P(y * M))}dadp. 
A(p) KT(P) 
,p) eria(x - w) er»P(y - io) dadp 
This can be rearranged as 
wp<x,y,=^(r f\(a.| 
4:^D^) J-oo J-oo 
- f -L- tr-î— + iH'(0,p)] G(xo,p) e-'P(y " yo) dpx 
J-ooA(p) KR(P) 
-L- W— + G(0,p)] H(xo,P) e-iP(y - yo) dp x 
.ooA(P) KT(P) 
Po(a,P) da 
aPo(a,P) e-i"* da}. 
Applying equations (24) and (25) again in the above equation, one gets: 
,2 fOO 
ft)(a,p) eri«(x - %) eriP(y " M)) dadp Wp(x,y) = { 
4:fiDp 
roo 
- [ _J_ trJL_ + iH'(0.p)] G(xo,p) e-iP(y - yo) x 2n G(x,p) dp 
J-ooA(p) KR(P) 
W— + G(0,p)] H(xo,p) e-iP(y " yo) X 2K H(x,p) dp}. 
-00 A(p) KT(P) (29) 
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B. Structural intensity in plates 
Using the displacement response function of a ribbed plate either a line or a point force 
excitation, and by adopting equations derived by Noiseux [11] and Pavic [12], structural 
intensity can be evaluated as 
where * indicates a complex conjugate; is the two-dimensional Laplace operator in cartesian 
coordinates x and y; vz is the plate transverse velocity response; v is the Poisson ratio of the 
plate; Dp is the flexural rigidity of the plate; 1% and are structural intensities along the x-axis 
and the y-axis, respectively, and typically are complex values with the real part denoting the 
active structural intensity and the imaginary part denoting the reactive structural intensity. 
To evaluate structural intensity using equations (30) and (31) with a point force excitation, 
one again needs to carry out an integration scheme after taking derivatives of appropriate terms. 
One does not, however, need to do the integration in getting the responses for a line force 
excitation. 
A. Verification of the mathematical model 
Although the process of derivations started with a plane wave pressure excitation, 
verification of the mathematical model focuses on the displacement response of a plate to a 
point force excitation. Once one succeeds in verifying the correctness of the mathematical 
Ix=ll^[A(v2w)v*. (' 
2 oX 
r* + ^ - (1 - V) 
3x2 ay2 dx dxdy dy 
(30) 
(31) 
II. Numerical Results and Discussions 
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model for point force response, it is confirmed implicitly that the model should be correct for 
other kind of force responses as well. 
1. Verification of the numerical scheme One needs a numerical integration 
scheme when solving for the point force displacement response of a ribbed plate. However, 
the first term in equation (29), which represents the plate response without any ribs, can also 
be integrated analytically. Of the three terms, only this term yields an exact solution of 
complex value, which can be expressed explicitly in terms of Hankel functions. Hence, 
verification of the numerical scheme is carried out by comparing the numerical solution for a 
point force displacement response of a homogeneous plate witii an analytical solution from 
Junger and Feit [13]. 
An aluminum homogeneous plate with a 0.01m thickness is subjected to a point force 
applied at the origin of the plate coordinates with an amplitude of IN and a frequency of lOHz. 
Decent agreement between the numerical result and the analytical solution, shown in Figure 4, 
6 
4 
I 2 
I 
1 0 
•4 
-6 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
plate location along x-axis [m] 
Figure 4. Comparison of the numerical and analytical displacement responses due to a point 
force applied on a homogeneous plate. 
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proves that the numerical scheme is working well. With this achievement in hand, a 
numerically integrated displacement response for a ribbed plate in air due to the application of a 
point force becomes amenable. 
A driving point mechanical input impedance due to a point force excitation is verified with 
the numerical scheme on a homogeneous plate which has an analytical solution given in [13] as 
4 Q) Cp hp ^ ig the compressional wave velocity in plates. The numerical value one 
V3 
obtains for an aluminum plate with a 3.175e-3m (1/8") thickness is 341.5 [N/(m/sec)] 
compared with the analytical value of 341,4 [N/(m/sec)]. The impedance is purely real and 
frequency independent. 
2. Verification of driving point input impedance function on a ribbed plate 
Verification of the ribbed plate system model is also carried out by comparing the input 
impedance of the ribbed plate due to a point force applied to the rib with the perturbation 
solution from Lamb [2]. As shown in Figure 5, ZQ is the driving point impedance of an 
1 
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5 a 6 Umb't fofmul«9on*p#Mupb«Kon #ch#m* a ' ^ .  .1 . . .  
10' 10" 
frequency [HZ] 
Figure 5. Comparison of the input impedance between presented numerical result and 
Lamb's perturbation solution. 
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infinite uncoupled beam. Lamb mentioned in his paper, the perturbation solution is only good 
at high frequencies asymptotically, while Lamb's numerical solution and the current result 
should apply at all frequencies. Appendix B proves that the different formulations of the 
displacement response used in Lamb's paper and this work result in exactly the same 
equations. Applying the same numerical scheme to Lamb's formula and this work's formula 
for input impedance, one finds both results match excellently as one can see from the 
comparison in Figure 5. 
B. Simulations and validations 
Simulations are generated for the displacement responses due to a plane wave incident 
pressure, a line force, and a point force applied on ribbed plates. In the meantime, a validation 
is executed for point force excitation by comparing the displacement response of the numerical 
result with the experimental result at a certain frequency. On the same plates, simulations for 
the structural intensity response are also generated for a line force and point force, respectively. 
1. Displacement response due to a plane wave incident pressure 
Decomposing equation (18) into its real and imaginary parts, one finds that the displacement 
response consists of two oscillatory wavenumbers which propagate to a long distance in the x-
direction. They are excitation wavenumber nx and a wavenumber coming from a pole, A-j, in 
the contour integral. Another pole, k2, which appears as a decaying wavenumber in the x-
direction, only significantiy contributes to the response in the vicinity close to die rib location. 
If the pole is kept as a real value, i.e., |jy < n, the propagation terms in term-collecting 
process show that before the plane wave incident pressure crosses the rib, the net response has 
a resultant wavenumber of p* + %%, whereas after the excitation crosses the rib, the net 
response has a resultant wavenumber of the absolute value of p* - . 
Six case studies are investigated with a plane wave pressure having an amplitude of IN/m^ 
and a frequency of lOHz, i.e., n = 02 approximately, and a scaled length 1 = 0.1m for all 
cases. Their responses are shown in Figure 6. Case 1 to Case 3 were intentionally set up as 
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Figure 6. Six cases of displacement responses due to a plane wave incident pressure applied 
on the ribbed plate. 
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three different cases of coincidence response by assigning different wavenumber values for nx 
and ny , which caused . Hy) in equation (18) become very large. Case 4(a) and (b) have 
liy = 0, but nx < £2 and n* >o respectively. Conversely, Case 5(a) and (b) have nx = 0, but 
Hy < £2 and ny > n respectively. Finally, Case 6(a) and (b) have both wavenumbers identical 
and either smaller than S2 or greater than £2. 
Case 1: Hx = Ky = 0.1414. At x < 0, i.e., the region before rib, the amplitude of 
a standing wave like displacement response has a wavelength equal to about 2.22m, however, 
at X > 0, the region after rib, the response has a huge wavelength of 2252m due to a tiny 
absolute value of nx - which appears there. The plane wave pressure used to excite the 
ribbed plate is propagating at an angle of 45 degree with respect to the rib. 
Case 2: ^x = 0.2, (ly = 0. Similar phenomenon occurs as in Case 1 ; the x < 0 
region response has a wavelength of 1.57m and x > 0 region has a response with a wavelength 
of 3755m. The plane wave pressure is now propagating perpendicular to the rib. 
Case 3: nx = 0, ny = 02. Due to the fact that the pressure exciting the ribbed 
plate is parallel with the rib, one has a uniform amplitude response for whole plate. One also 
verifies two interesting results by showing that the response magnitude really is twice as large 
as the amplitude of the imaginary part of the response, and has half the real or imaginary 
responses' wavenumber, or twice the wavelength of either the real or imaginary parts. 
Case 4: (a) nx = 0.1, ny = 0; (b) nx = 0.4, (ly = 0. Both amplitudes show 
standing wave like responses, and wavelengths are affected by the presence of the rib as one 
expects. After crossing the rib, the response is three times as large in wavelength as the region 
before the rib for both (a) and (b). 
Case 5: (a) nx = 0, py = 0.1; (b) nx = 0, ny =0.4. Figure (a) shows a 
symmetric standing wave pattern about the rib location, which consists only wavenumber 
propagation along x-direction. In (b), the case of double imaginary poles of and \2 occurs 
first time. Hence, the response does not have any oscillatory terms since [ix equals zero. This 
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also gives the result that the amplitude of the real part matches the magnitude, which is constant 
away from the rib. Note that the amplitude of the imaginary part of the response solution is 
zero. 
Case 6: (a) n* = 0.1, ny = 0.1; (b) p.* = 0.4, |iy = 0.4. Figure (a) shows a 
similar but smaller response than Case 1, in that the region after the rib has a larger amplitude 
than the region before the rib; nevertheless, now the region after the rib does not have huge 
wavelength. In (b), again, double imaginary poles occur. The decaying terms die out quickly 
and eventually leave only oscillatory terms with wavenumber nx in the response which 
constitute a constant magnitude at a certain distance away from the rib. Unlike the Case 5(b), 
here one has the real and imaginary parts having the same amplitude and wavenumber in the 
response for most regions of the plate. 
2. Displacement response due to a line or point force In previous work [1], 
solutions were shown for the displacement response due to a line force applied to the rib of a 
ribbed plate and to a homogeneous plate. In this work. Figure 7 shows the displacement 
response of a homogeneous plate due to a IN/m, 292Hz line force applied at XQ = 0.1m. 
Figure 8 shows the displacement response of a ribbed plate due to an identical line force 
applied at the same location. 
Like the previous work [1], different amplitudes, and frequencies were used to get similar 
displacement responses, for a point force applied on and off the rib. Figure 9 shows the 
displacement response for a point force applied to the rib. A homogeneous plate response due 
to the same point force excitation is shown in Figure 10. Then, the ribbed plate response 
solution is extended to the case when the point force is applied away from tiie rib. Validating 
the theoretical result, an experiment was conducted with a 52N amplitude, 292Hz sinusoidal 
point force excitation at a point (XQ, yo) = (0.095,0.046)m as shown in Figure 11. Sand 
boundaries were used to simulate infinite boundary conditions for the ribbed plate. 
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Figure 7. Displacement response of homogeneous plate with a IN/m, 292Hz and 
wavenumber ky = 0 [1/m] line force applied at XQ = 0.1m. Ribbed plate loss 
factor = 0.02. 
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Figure 8. Displacement response of ribbed plate with a IN/m, 292Hz and wavenumber 
ky = 0 [1/m] line force applied at XQ = 0.1m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
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zmax=5.741e-5mni, zmin=l .016e-5mm 
X 
z: displacement 
response 
Figure 9. Displacement response of 0.01m thick ribbed plate with a IN, 250Hz point force 
applied on the rib. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. (left: 3-D, right: contour 
plots; rib is at x = Om; x: -2.0m to 2.0m, y;-2.0m to 2.0m; 17*17 points in plots). 
zmax=l .879e-4mm, zmin=2.446e-5mm 
z: displocement 
response 
Figure 10. Displacement response of 0.01m thick homogeneous plate with a IN, 250Hz 
point force applied at the origin. Plate loss factor = 0.02. (left: 3-D, right: 
contour plots; x: -2.0m to 2.0m, y:-2.0m to 2.0m; 17*17 points in plots). 
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Figure 11. Geometry of sand boundaries to simulate infinite plate. 
Comparison between the theoretical and experimental results shows qualitatively good 
agreement in the responses one obtains. Both results clearly show the rib effect within an area 
of 031m by 0.31m as depicted in Figure 12. In order to simulate a clamped rib test case, the 
rib Young's modulus and shear modulus were set to values as large as 1.0e30 [N/m^]. The 
plate displacement response shown in Figure 13 truly demonstrates the blocking effect of the 
clamped rib. The side across the rib from the point force location displays very small 
displacement response. These displacement response results indicate again that the rib has 
been modeled adequately and the rib really behaves as a vibration isolator in the plate. This 
feature is especially apparent in the case where the force is applied away from the rib. The 
displacement response at the excitation point is greater per unit force when the point force is 
applied away from the rib than when the force is applied right on the rib. This is a reasonable 
cause of different input impedances for different force application locations. 
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Figure 12. Comparison of the displacement responses between (a) theoretical and (b) 
experimental results, (upper: 3-D, lower: contour plots; loss factor = 0.02 is 
assumed for (a); x: -0.1m to 0.21m; y: -0.155m to 0.155m; 32*32 points). 
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Figure 13. Displacement response of 0.01m thick clamped ribbed plate with a IN, 250Hz 
point force applied at (XQ, yo) = (-1.0)m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. (left: 
3-D, right: contour plots; x: -2.0m to 2.0m, y: -2.0m to 2.0m; 33*33 points). 
3. Structural intensity response due to a line or point force The structural 
intensity in the ribbed plate due to a line force applied to the rib is shown in Figure 14. As 
stated in [1], force location can easily be recognized from the real part of the intensity. Now, if 
one moves the line force away firom the rib, it is important to note that a piece of information 
about the rib location is provided by the imaginary, or reactive part of the structural intensity, 
as shown in Figure 15. The real, or active part of the stmctural intensity exhibits a sudden 
change of sign in intensity value at the force location, XQ = 0.1m, as expected. However, the 
imaginary part shows a sudden change of sign in intensity value at rib location, x = Om, in 
addition to the sign change at force location. This indicates that the imaginary part of the 
structural intensity is an excellent tool for force and rib position identification. 
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Figure 14. Structural intensity in x-direction when a IN/m, 292Hz and wavenumber 
ky = 0[l/m] line force is applied on the rib. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
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Figure 15. Structural intensity in x-direction when a IN/m, 292Hz and wavenumber 
ky = 0[l/m] line force is applied at xo = 0.1m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
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The structural intensity responses due to a point force excitation are investigated and 
compared for two systems. One is a homogeneous plate the other is a ribbed plate and both are 
subjected to the same point force, with an amplitude of 5.2N at 292Hz, applied at the same 
location, (XQ, yo) = (0.095,0.046)m. Figure 16 shows the structural intensity response in the 
homogeneous plate and Figure 17 shows the ribbed plate structural intensity response. Both 
figures show the source location very well in active intensity. Additionally, Figure 17 depicts 
the rib location precisely in both active and reactive intensities. Both intensity responses are 
drastically reduced as the vectors cross the rib. In the active intensity plot, the response is 
uniform and keeps the vectors towards a direction away from the source. In the reactive 
intensity plot, however, one finds the vectors deflect to a certain degree around the rib location. 
Figure 18 is another case of homogeneous plate, however a larger aperture is used than 
was used in Figure 16 and Figure 17. It shows a symmetrical response to a point force applied 
at the origin, as expected. Interesting intensity flow patterns are found; active intensity 
indicates an outflow, flowing outwards away from the source; on the contraty, reactive 
intensity suggests an inflow, flowing towards the source. This feature can be found as well in 
Figure 17. In higher frequencies, especially at the plate coincidence frequency, the loss factor 
becomes more sensitive to the intensity response. 
Figure 19 and Figure 20 represent the intensity responses due to the same sinusoidal point 
force at the plate coincidence frequency of 3761Hz, applied at the same location on plates with 
loss factors of 0.02 and 02, respectively. Prominent differences arise between these two 
plates. In the active part, the smaller loss factor provides more chances for the intensity to 
cross tiie rib. At first glance, the imaginary parts have big change in their vector lengths. 
However, the smaller loss factor plot has a similar vector pattern to that of the larger loss factor 
as one projects out to a larger aperture. This again is an understandable effect of the change in 
loss factor. Figure 21 is the displacement response for the case of the ribbed plate with 0.02 
loss factor. Compared with the imaginary part of the sdnctural intensity in Figure 19 for same 
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Figure 16. Structural intensity responses in homogeneous plate with a 5.2N, 292Hz point 
force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Plate loss factor = 0.02. (left: active, right: 
reactive intensity; x: -0.1m to 0.21m, y: -0.155m to 0.155m; unit: dB; denotes 
source point). 
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Figure 17. Structural intensity responses in ribbed plate with a 52N, 292Hz point force 
applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. (left: active, right: 
reactive intensity; x: -0.1m to 0.21m, y: -0.155m to 0.155m; unit: dB; denotes 
source point). 
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Figure 18. Structural intensity responses in homogeneous plate with a IN, 292Hz point 
force applied at (0,0)m. Plate loss factor = 0.02. (left: active, right: reactive 
intensity; x: -2.0m to 2.0m, y: -2.0m to 2.0m; unit: dB; denotes source point). 
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Figure 19. Structural intensity responses in ribbed plate with a 5.2N, 3761Hz point force 
applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. (left: active, right: 
reactive intensity; x: -0.1m to 0,21m, y: -0.155m to 0.155m; unit: dB; denotes 
source point). 
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maximur vector 
denotes intensity 
source point). 
situation, one finds a flow with back-to-back vectors represents a trough in the displacement 
response. Conversely, a flow with head-to-head vectors represents a peak in displacement 
response. This kind of informative pattern convinces one to trust that the structural intensity is 
not only a useful tool in source and discontinuity position identification, but also is a powerful 
tool in displacement response description. 
4. Structural power due to a point force By comparing the structural power 
around the point source with the input mechanical power, one can validate the energy 
conservation and energy loss predicted due to the loss factor in ribbed plates. In homogeneous 
plate stmctural intensity responses, one can easily integrate the active structural intensity to get 
power by integrating around the perimeter of circle due to its symmetrical distribution. For the 
case shown in Figure 18, the mechanical input power is 1.4603e-3 [watt] and the integrated 
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z: displacement 
response 
Figure 21. Displacement responses in ribbed plate with a 5J2N, 3761Hz point force applied 
at (0.095,0.046)m, Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. (x: -0.1m to OJZlm, y: 
-0.155m to 0.155m; 32*32 points). 
power is 1.4563e-3 [watt] at a radius distance of 0.06m away &om the source at the origin. 
Table 1 compares the input mechanical power with the structural power calculated from 
different line integrals on active structural intensity in the ribbed plate with different loss factor 
and at different frequencies. The confirmation of energy conservation in the ribbed plate is 
verified successfully with in 2.7% error for lightly damped plate. It is obvious that one needs 
to move closer to the source for line integration and to increase the resolution of calculation 
mesh points for heavily damped plate to approach total energy conservation. As one expects, 
the loss factor plays an important role in reducing the response at coincidence frequency and 
causes decay in the mechanical input power as the structural power moves outwards. Table 2 
shows the losses in the plate and across the rib. Adopting two ways of calculating the total 
power loss in the plate, one concludes with very tiny errors in calculations as shown in 
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Table 1. Comparison between input mechanical power and integrated power from structural 
intensity. From computational results. 
Plate loss factor 0.02 0.2 0.02 0.2 
Excitation frequency [Hz] 292 292 3761 3761 
Input mechanical power 
[watt) *le-2 
3.723 3.813 4.385 4.138 
Structural intensity based 
Line integral length 
Line integrated power in ribbed plate structure [watt] * le-2 
Ix = ly = 0.05 [m] 3.622 3.069 4.266 3.291 
Ix = Iv = 0.07 [m] 3.634 3.055 4.241 2.961 
Ix = Iv = 0.09 [m] 3.634 3.002 4.213 2.737 
lx = lv = 0.11 [m] 3.628 2.933 4.166 2.487 
Ix = W = 0.13 [m] 3.622 2.862 4.104 2.197 
lx = lv = 0.15 [m] 3.616 2.802 4.053 1.948 
Ix = ly = 0.17 [m] 3.611 2.764 4.017 1.788 
Ix = Iv = 0.19 [m] 3.610 2.762 4.010 1.754 
Ix = Iv = 0.21 [m] 2.999 2.200 3.737 1.567 
Note: Rib loss factor = 0.02; 
•  a  
+: Outward; Inward for intensity vector. source 
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Table 2. Calculation of integrated power losses in the plate and across the rib from 
structural intensity. From computational results. 
Plate loss factor 0.02 0.2 0.02 0.2 
Excitation frequency [Hz] 292 292 3761 3761 
Input mechanical power 
Mp [watt] *le-2 
3.723 3.813 4.385 4.138 
Line integrated power 
powerl [watt] *le-2 
3.570 2.479 3.864 1.234 
Line integrated power 
power2 [watt] 
-5.126e-5 -3.976e-4 -3.287e-5 -1.382e-2 
Line integrated power across 
the rib powers [watt] 
-5.776e-3 -3.797e-3 -1.781e-3 -7.973e-5 
Line integrated power along 
whole aperture power [watt] 
2.992e-2 2.060e-2 3.683e-2 1.213e-2 
Total power loss 
Loss l=Mp-powerl-power2-
powerS [watt] 
7.354e-3 1.753e-2 7.020e-3 2.925e-2 
Total power loss 
Loss2=Mp-power [watt] 
7.310e-3 1.753e-2 7.020e-3 2.925e-2 
Error=ILossl-Loss2l *100% 
/Lossl 
0.598% 5.70e-3% 6.15e-3% 1.03e-3% 
Loss across the rib = 
IpowerSI *100% / Loss2 
79.01% 21.66% 25.37% 0.2726% 
power2 
Note: Rib loss factor = 0.02; : plate some: 
powerl 
i powers 
V 
source 
• ; 
&#*# 
. . . y . .  J 
lib 
power 
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Table 2. Reasonably, heavily damped plate has less energy transmission across the rib and 
more energy loss in the plate. 
Conclusions 
Expressions were derived by adopting the Fourier transform method for generating the 
vibrational response of an infinite, single-ribbed plate with negligible fluid loading due to an 
excitation of a plane wave incident pressure, line or point force, that was applied to the ribbed 
plate in both wavenumber and physical domains. Validations of the ribbed plate system 
modeling and of the accuracy of the numerical schemes were also successfully carried out. 
Results were presented for plane wave pressure, line, and point force excitation applied to the 
ribbed plate system, either on the rib or away from the rib, and were compared in some cases 
with similar excitation of an infinite homogeneous plate. 
The rib provides a reduction in the plate displacement response when compared with the 
response of a homogeneous plate for the cases of same line or point force excitation. In the 
case of plane wave pressure excitation, the rib effects on the displacement response have close 
connection with the excitation wavenumbers in x and y direction and, of course, with the 
excitation frequency, which determines the coincidence frequency of the system. 
It is also true that the structural intensity in the ribbed plate is an excellent tool not only for 
force position identification, but also for rib position identification. Based on integration of the 
calculated structural intensity, structural power in homogeneous and ribbed plates were 
obtained and compared with the mechanical input power to show energy conservation around 
the source area and energy losses in the plate and across the rib. Small errors reconfirm that 
the solutions from the theoretical derivations and the results from the numerical schemes are 
correct and accurate. 
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APPENDIX A; PRESENTATION OF RIB STIFFENER 
For a beam type rib stiffener, the dimensionless stiffness terms are given by [8] [10] [14] 
as: 
q,' mp'  
kto=^m.^4.pb^q4_ 
ej, 9 -  mp 9 -
e|j /3 a)' mp (3 
where 
Ey: Beam Young's modulus [N/m^], 
Gy: Beam shear modulus [N/m^], 
%: Beam material density [kg/m^], 
Ay: Beam cross-sectional area [m^], 
€%: Distance between z-axis and the centroid of beam cross-section [m], 
Jy: Beam torsion constant [m^], 
Sg: Distance between x-axis and the shear center of beam cross-section [m], 
1%, Beam cross-sectional area moment of inertia about the centroid [m^], 
Is: Beam cross-sectional polar area moment of inertia about the origin [m'^], 
Cws". Warping rigidity of beam cross-section with respect to the origin [m®]. 
For the case of a rib cross-section shown in Figure 1, due to its symmetry about z-axis, i.e., 
CX = = 0 and then Ktr = 0, due to its closed cross-section, i.e., Cws = 0, and due to its 
eccentricity if it exists, i.e.. Is = Ic + Ay (ez)^, where 
Ic: Beam cross-sectional area moment of inertia about the centroid [m'^], 
e^: Eccentricity of the beam [m] (Note: In-plane motion due to the eccentricity is neglected). 
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APPENDIX B: VERIFICATION OF DISPLACEMENT RESPONSE 
Displacement response due to a point force is derived as equation (29), If the point force is 
applied to the rib at the origin, and the response is also desired at the origin, the equation is 
simplified by introducing x = y = xo = yo = Oas 
2 f 00 
Wp(0,0) = ( 1 + 1 )+ _JL_ ( -1 
4n2d^ j-oo 2^2 y Q2  . ivq2 + ^2 2q2 v . ^^2 
r)x 1 djiy. (B.l) + • l 
Vq2 + IKT- 2V£2"^ - |iy4 (VQ2 + ^y2 + iVq2 . ^ ^2) 
After many manipulations and changing i to -i due to the fact that Lamb [2] uses e"™^ and this 
work uses e'*"^ for time-harmonic expression, one rewrites equation (B.l) as 
wp(0,0) = ^. (B.2) 
4ii?I^ J-oo kt+ (-v «2 + ^ 2 + iV Q2 . ^ y2 ) 
And Lamb's derivation has displacement response as 
ti(y) = 
2tdb 
e'^^yCy ' yo) dk where 
F(ky) 
F(ky) = ky"^ - kb"^ - [(kp2 - ky^)'°'^ - i(kp^ + ky^)'"'^ 
Db/Dp 
at y = yo = 0. and fo = Fp, Dy = Ey ly, Dp - Ephp^ /12(l-v2), kp^ = w^hpp p /Dp, 
kb^ = (o2pbAb/Db, then 
Tl(0) = ^ 
2n 
00 
dky 
(ky^  -  c°2pt)Ab)Eblb - i2(kp'* -  ky t (  .  ^  '  )Dp 
v kp^ - ky2 v kp2 + ky^ 
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According to the definitions —, mp = p p hp> one can express -nCO) in 
a) 
dimensionless form as 
Tl(0) = 
2 /•<» 2jt d(ny) 
•" (^yV^l-çb^). 12(04. ^^4)( 1 
c).r mp I V - |iy2 V + Hv^ Vy'-
by introducing ky Z = [ly. Substituting Kj = , one advances to obtain 
mp I  
tl(0)=-^ 
4ic2e^ 
2jt d^y 
+ izV - piy4 ( -V £2^ + |J.y2 + iV - Hy^ ) 
(B.3) 
KT i^y i^y 
Comparing equations (B2) and (63), one proves that the displacement response formulation 
in this work is correct. 
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PAPER II. 
ACOUSTIC RESPONSES OF A SINGLE-RIBBED INFINITE 
PLATE IN AIR; PRESSURE, INTENSITY, AND POWER 
50 
ABSTRACT 
In another paper [1], the vibrational response for a single-ribbed, infinite plate in air due to 
an external excitation was presented. Adopting that derivation for plate displacement response 
function, and using the same analytic method as before [2], acoustic responses are obtained for 
an identical ribbed plate system. Results show that as with vibratory responses, the rib reduces 
the plate acoustic responses, changing the farfield acoustic radiation patterns accordingly. 
Evaluation of the nearfield acoustic responses excited by plate point force excitation represents 
a numerical difficulty because it requires a numerical double integration scheme. On the plate 
surface, the normal acoustic intensity provides less force position information than the in-plane 
acoustic intensity, when a line force is away from the rib. Also, in the case of a point force, 
the imaginary part of the in-plane acoustic particle velocity response shows rib and force 
interaction nicely. However, normal acoustic intensity provides imprecise locations for the rib 
and the force, whereas in-plane acoustic intensity provides proper force location but suggests 
imprecise rib location. 
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ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
The acoustic radiation from an infinite elastic plate, either homogeneous or ribbed, has been 
a topic of considerable attention for many decades. Gutin [3] derived a general expression for 
the acoustic field in the radiation circle from an infinite homogeneous plate in fluid driven by a 
concentrated point force. The case of point moment excitation has been studied by Thompson 
and Rattayya [4] for acoustic power evaluation. Including point force and moment excitations, 
Feit [5] extended both farfield and nearfield acoustic models to high frequencies by using 
Timoshenko-Mindlin theory which contains rotatory-inertia and transverse-shear terms in the 
formulation to account for the coupling of fiexural vibrations with thickness-shear vibrations in 
homogeneous plates. 
A ribbed plate can be reinforced by one or more ribs. The influence of ribs on the acoustic 
radiation fit>m ribbed plates due to different types of excitation has been treated by a few 
authors. Lyon [6] presented computations both on sound power radiated by acoustically slow 
waves scattered, by a beam attached to a plate, and on acoustic radiation resistance of the beam. 
Lin and Hayek [7] obtained an analytic solution for the acoustic radiation from a rib-reinforced 
submerged infinite plate which is excited by a point force located on the rib. Belinskii [8] 
incorporated diffraction from the surface of a beam attached to a plate in sound radiation 
calculations. 
Feit and Liu [9] used an integral transform technique to obtain acoustic pressure and 
particle velocity responses, which in turn give the acoustic intensity responses on a 
homogeneous plate in fluid driven by a line force. Junger [10] formulated the acoustic 
pressure radiated by an infinite plate driven by distributed loads and thereby calculated the 
acoustic radiated power. Keltic and Peng [11] used numerical integration to obtain die acoustic 
power radiated from a point-excited damped infinite thin plate with and without air loading. 
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In this work, based upon the previously formulated displacement response functions for a 
single-ribbed plate in air due to a line or point force, one continues to derive the acoustic 
response functions for the nearfield and farfield acoustic pressure and intensity due to these 
excitations, respectively. Afterwards, one can calculate the farfield acoustic power due to a 
point force by integrating the farfield acoustic intensity due to the given force. 
I. Mathematical Analysis 
A. Formulation of acoustic pressure response 
From previously obtained equations (7) and (9) in [1], one knows that the acoustic 
pressure response is related to displacement response in the dimensionless wavenumber 
domain (a,p) by 
Pa(a,p,z) = - w(a,p) [N], (1) 
where Ti = and z (= z / /, /: scaled length [m]) are dimensionless also. The 
quantity in square bracket after each equation is the unit of equation. As stated in [1], the 
above equation satisfies Ruler's equation on the surface of the plate. Therefore, the pressure 
response for the z > 0 half-space can be formulated by taking the inverse Fourier transform of 
equation (1) with respect to the dimensional wavenumber (a'.p ) [1/m] as 
Pa(x.y.z) = 
2n 
2 f°° f°° . . . • 
^(a,p,z) da'dp [N/m^] 
-00 J-00 
which, in the dimensionless wavenumber domain a = a'l, p = p'/ will be 
1 2 pac^iyiz) — (—) 
2n 
•00 f00 2 
::HO£L.w(a,p) e-'(«*+Py)e-^zdadp [N/m2]. (2) 
-00 j-00 1 ' 
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For a line force excitation, substituting equation (22) into equation (20) in [1] and using 
equations (24) and (25) in [1], one obtains 
^ (^^) %(a,Hy) ô(p - |iy) - —1— W + iH'(0,Hy)] G(xo,Hy) 
a) ^(m'y) k%(my) 
+ W + G(0,,iy)] H(xo,Hy)}. (3) 
a(hy) kt([iy) 
Similarly, substituting equation (27) into equation (20) in [1] and using equations (24) and (25) 
in [1], one obtains the displacement response in the wavenumber spectral domain for a point 
force excitation as 
Wp(a,p) = (M) Po(a,p) efPYO {giaxo . _j_ |_^ + iH'(0,p)] G(xo,p) 
A) ^(P) KR(P) 
+ W— + G(0.p)] H(xo,P)}•. (4) 
A(P) KT(P) 
At last, substituting equations (3) and (4) into (2), one can evaluate the acoustic pressure 
responses due to a line or point force respectively. The result for a line force is 
Pa/(x,y,z) = (-pQCO^i^) g-iiiyy { 
2nd^ 
w + ih'(0,^y)] g(xo,liy) 
A(tiy) KR(ny) J-00 y a2 + Hy2 . 
+ —1— [ + G( 0 , ny )] H(xo,|iy) f Po(a,(iy) g + |Xy^ - z 
A(|Xy) KT(Hy) J-oo ^ + Hy2 -
(5) 
and for a point force is 
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rco j-oo 
Pap(x,y,z) = —— (-Po(u^(^) fb(«'P) ^ 
4n^dp  j -oo  j -oo  y  a2+p2 .  mo^ 
{1 - [ =4— + iH'(0,p)] G(xo ,p) - a [=-L_ + G(0,p)] Hfxg.p)} 
A(P) KR(P) KT(P) 
e-ia(x - xo)e-iP(y - yo)e'^ * ^^Ô z dadp . (6) 
Equations (5) and (6) represent (he acoustic pressure response for line force and point force 
excitations applied individually on the ribbed plate without fluid loading. As one learned from 
[2], a direct numerical single integration can be used to easily solve the equation (5) for the 
acoustic pressure response due to a line force. 
1. Nearfield acoustic pressure For a point force excitation, however, one needs to 
represent the acoustic pressure response derived in equation (2) as the sum of two terms 
Pa(x,y;z) = p^pf + [12]. Then numerical schemes are used to evaluate these two terms. 
For the first term, p^p f, integration is carried out over a and p which satisfy + p^ a . 
This term represents the propagating sound field. The second term, which represents the 
evanescent field, or inhomogeneous wave, is evaluated by carrying out integration over the 
entire domain {a,p} minus the area + p^ & [i2]. As a result, equation (2) can be 
rewritten as 
2 
Pa(x,y,z) = (-L) 
' (  2n 
o?+f^s\io^ 
p) e-i(ax + py) g-Vt^+P^-Mo^ z dadp 
Ya^+ p^ -
, j _2  j  I  -pQO)^/^ e-i(ax + Py) g-Va' +P^-Mo' z dadB. (?) 
2ji J  I  ya2+p2- hq2  
or+p 
It is evident from this equation that the second term on right hand side really represents an 
exponentially decaying behavior on the half-space z > 0 along z direction, which is an essential 
character of an evanescent wave. Only the first term contributes to radiation in the farfield 
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region. Usually, one can handle the propagation term with a direct numerical double 
integration scheme in the nearfield region, but one needs to manage the evanescent term with an 
approximated trapezoidal integration to keep computations within a practical time [2]. 
2. Farfield acoustic pressure For the propagating part of the first term on the right 
hand side of equation (7), one will encounter numerical difficulty when the radiation distance is 
large in comparison with the wavelength of the radiated sound wave. The stationary phase 
method is a general way to deal with this kind of problem [12-15]. Before applying the 
method, a standard approach one needs to undertake due to numerical difficulties is a 
coordinate transformation from cartesian to spherical coordinates. Therefore, in the point force 
case the coordinate transform used on equation (6) to obtain the acoustic pressure response in 
terms of spherical coordinates Pap(R.<|>.0) is 
X - xq = R sin 0 cos (j) , y - yg = R sin 0 sin (j) , z = R cos 8, or 
(x - xq)^ + (y - yo)^ + z2 = r2. 
Then one applies the stationary phase method [14] on that transformed equation to solve for the 
acoustic pressure response as follows: 
Let the modulus of the integrand be 
$(a,P) = Po(«.P) ^ {1 + iH'(0,p)] G(xo ,p) 
v  a2+p2-^„2  a ' h  k r® 
- a + G(0,p)] H(xo,p)}, 
KT(P) 
and the phase of the integrand be 
iv(a,p) = -ia(x - xq) - ip(y - yq) * iV i-6., 
V(a,P) = -R(a sin 0 cos ((» + p sin 0 sin ((> + V - P^ cos 0), 
witha2+ p^s [iQ^, then equation (6) turns out to be 
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papcrf't'iq) —— ( 
4%2dj, 
f 
-p00t)2/2) 
J-o 
<t»(a,p) dadp (8) 
The stationary phase method is based upon the evidence that the major contribution to the 
integral is associated with the region where the phase does not vary. A point in the stationary 
phase region [14] is defined by 
av(«.p)=oand^'*'w)=0, 
d a  ap 
which gives a solution to the stationary phase point at (oq iPo )> where oq = jio sin 8 cos <(* and 
fio = Mo sin 8 sin <t>. With the solution, the stationary phase approximates die double integral as 
; _ ± 12% o(ao.po) e''y<«0'p0) 
|d(ao,po)p'^ 
(9) 
The alternative signs are determined by die corresponding sign of the determinant D which is 
\2 
d(ao.po) = 3^¥(a.p)i 3^q>(a,p) a^v(a,p) 
\ dadfi d^a a^p a = ao, P = Po 
After substituting the wavenumber evaluated at the stationary phase point and manipulating the 
integrand, eventually the phase becomes 
'P(ao.Po) = -MO R . 
and D(ao,Pn) = - ;—&—A < 0; therefore pick up the negative sign for equation (9), and the 
L(fiO cos 8)J 
integral I is obtained as 
-inor 
I = Mo cos 0 $(°0,P0)-
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At this point, one achieves the solution for the point force excited farfield acoustic pressure 
response by substituting above equation for the double integral in equation (8). 
B. Formulation of acoustic intensity response 
Three-dimensional acoustic intensity is calculated according to the following definition [16] 
as 
where Ix a.  ly a,  and I za  arc acoustic intensities; u* a. Uy a.  and Uza are particle velocities along 
X-, y-, and z-axis respectively; Re { } represents the real part of a complex quantity; * denotes 
complex conjugate. From Euler's equation and time harmonic particle velocity responses, one 
can rewrite equation (10) as 
Adopting the acoustic pressure response function directly from equation (2) and taking its 
derivatives with respect to x, y, and z, equation (11) yields the three-dimensional acoustic 
intensity responses due to line or point force excitations by executing direct numerical 
integration appropriately in the nearfield region. 
However, one sticks with the stationary phase method in evaluating the farfield acoustic 
intensity response for point force excitation as one did for the pressure response. Again, one 
needs Euler's equation to set up the farfield acoustic particle velocity and intensity accordingly 
as 
I xa=—Re {Pa (%a)  } ,  ^ a—— Re ( fe  (Uya)  } ,  ^ za  =  — Re {Pa  (Uza)  } ,  
2 2 2 
(10) 
(11) 
lR(R,(t.,9) = 1 Re {Pap(R,«t».0) [i 1 apap(R,*,8)^ 
2 ^ po" ar 
(12) 
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Only the radial component is considered in this formulation. 
C. Formulation of the farfield acoustic power 
The acoustic power radiated from a ribbed plate due to a point force excitation is calculated 
by first confirming that the farfield acoustic pressure or radial acoustic intensity obeys the 
spherical spreading law for entire integration surface and then performing a double integration 
over the semi-spherical surface [10] [14] as 
TJ2 Hacoustic = — 
power 2po Cg . 
2jt r-s-
^ I PËp(R,4),8)^ sin e de d(t). (13) 
3 Jo 
Junger and Feit [14] use m in the integration limit, while here %/2is used for the 9 upper 
bound due to the fact that the domain of interest is the upper half-space only. This is the same 
case as presented by Junger in another paper [10]. 
II. Numerical Results and Discussions 
A. Verification of the mathematical model 
Verification of the mathematical model first focuses on the on-axis acoustic pressure 
responses of ribbed plates due to a Une or point force excitation. If one verifies the numerical 
scheme as a tool required in solving the mathematical model precisely, then the responses 
derived from the model are supposed to be accurate. 
1. Verification of the numerical scheme As described previously, use of a 
numerical single integration scheme in solving for the line force acoustic pressure response of 
the ribbed plate, yields a practical computation. However, double integration is required for a 
point force acoustic pressure response. In the nearfield, a trapezoidal approximation is used 
for one of the components, the evanescent wave; whereas the stationary phase method is used 
for the only farfield component, the propagating wave. 
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An aluminum ribbed plate with a 3.175e-3m thickness is subjected to a line force applied 
directly on the rib (refer to Figure 2 in [1]) with an amplitude of IN/m and a frequency of 
292Hz. Decent cylindrical wave spreading behavior of the on-axis acoustic pressure proves 
that the numerical scheme for a direct single integration works nicely as shown in Figure 1. 
With the accomplishment in computing at this stage, a numerically integrated acoustic pressure 
response of a ribbed plate in a heavy fluid, water for example, due to the application of a line 
force becomes tractable. 
The same ribbed plate is subjected to a point force applied directly to the rib (refer to 
Figure 3 in [1] with XQ = yo = 0) with an amplitude of 5.2N and a frequency of 292Hz. 
Excellent spherical wave spreading behavior of the on-axis acoustic pressure is attained as 
shown in Figure 2. One remarkable result shows the matching between two different 
numerical schemes is perfect. At a distance within 25m away from the surface of the ribbed 
plate, the solution is obtained from equation (7). While the propagation component is 
computed by a direct numerical double integration scheme, the evanescent component is first 
carried out by doing a coordinate transformation from cartesian to polar coordinates, next a 
basic trapezoidal integration is performed on the angular variable, and then a numerical scheme 
(Gaussian integration) is instantly computed on the radial variable [2]. At a distance within a 
range from 37.5m to 200m away from the plate, the solution is solved by the stationary phase 
method. Both figures show their spreading behaviors nicely in the presentation using a LOG 
scale for distance. 
Another verification made shows the similarity between the results of the on-axis farfield 
pressures with water for fluid loading [17] and without fluid loading. Using the same 
geometric parameters as [17], one has a hp (0.01m) thick ribbed plate having a rib with cross-
sectional area 2hp2 and rib radius of gyration 2hp. Responses to application of a point force 
both on and away from the rib are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. Comparison 
with data shown in [17] verifies that the approach presented here gives similar responses. 
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Figure 1. On-axis acoustic pressure cylindrical spreading curves due to a IN/m 292Hz line 
force applied on (he rib of a ribbed plate, (left: distance in LOG scale; right: in 
LINEAR scale). 
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Figure 2. On-axis acoustic pressure spherical spreading curves due to a 5.2N 292Hz point 
force applied on Ae rib of a ribbed plate, (left: distance in LOG scale; right: in 
LINEAR scale). 
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With and without fluid loading, the ribbed plate cases show decreasing pressure ratios at high 
frequencies when the point force is applied on the rib. Also, both [17] and this solution show 
fluctuating ratio amplitudes at fiequencies beyond coincidence frequency when the point force 
is applied away from the rib. However, the fluid loading case shown in [17] indicates a strong 
effect at lower frequencies with lowering of the on-axis pressure ratio for both homogeneous 
and ribbed plate cases. A later investigation will incorporate water fluid loading on the same 
ribbed plate system, at that point one expects to eliminate the dissimilarities. 
2. Acoustic pressure response due to a line or point force The acoustic 
pressure responses to a line force are numerically evaluated according to equation (5) in the 
nearfield and farfield. The surface acoustic pressure results for both homogeneous and ribbed 
plates (refer to Figure 2 in [1]) due to an identical line force applied at die same location are 
shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. As expected, a symmetrical response is obtained 
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Figure 3. On-axis farfield acoustic pressure ratio between ribbed and homogeneous plates at 
distance 100m due to a 5.2N 292Hz point force applied on the rib. Ribbed plate 
loss factor = 0.05. (Similar to data from [17] not shown). 
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Figure 4. On-axis farfield acoustic pressure ratio between ribbed and homogeneous plates at 
distance 100m due to a 52N 292Hz point force applied at (0.04,0)m. Ribbed 
plate loss factor = 0.05. (Similar to data from [17] not shown). 
for the homogeneous plate. Farfield acoustic pressure evaluation has been earned out 
previously for the ribbed plate and exhibited a cylindrical spreading behavior as proved. 
However, to depict a farfield pressure pattern, it is convenient to convert from cartesian to 
spherical coordinates. By doing that, one obtains the farfield acoustic pressure responses at a 
radial distance of 100m in the plane with (|) equal to 0°, 45°, and 90° as shown in [2]. For 
convenience, one includes those results in Figure 7. 
The acoustic pressure responses to a point force excitation are evaluated separately in the 
nearfield and farfield. According to equation (7), one acquires the nearGeld acoustic pressure 
responses in the propagating and evanescent parts and adds them together as complex variables 
to obtain a total acoustic pressure. Results are obtained for homogeneous and ribbed plates 
with an identical point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m, aperture size and geometry of plates 
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Figure 5. On surface acoustic pressure response of a homogeneous plate with a IN/m, 
292Hz, and wavenumber ky = 0[l/m] line force appUed at xq = 0.1m. Plate loss 
factor = 0.02. 
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Figure 6. On surface acoustic pressure response of a ribbed plate with a IN/m, 292Hz, and 
wavenumber ky = 0[l/m] line force applied at xq = 0.1m. Ribbed plate loss 
factor = 0.02. 
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Figure 7. Farfield pressure patterns at various planes (a) * = 0°; (b) (|) = 45°; (c) (|) = 90° 
when a IN/m, 292Hz, and wavenumber ky = 0[l/m] line force applied on the rib. 
Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
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are referred to Figure 11 in [1]. While Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the magnitude and contour 
plots for propagating and evanescent parts respectively. Figure 10 shows the same presentation 
for the total response on the surface of the homogeneous plate. Figure 11-13 present similar 
response data for the surface of a ribbed plate. One can see the rib effect on the nearfield 
acoustic pressure by comparison of the contour plots for homogeneous and ribbed plates. 
Symmetrical circle patterns for the homogeneous case turn into oval shaped patterns for the 
ribbed case. One finds a stretching effect in the x-direction for the propagating part, but the 
evanescent part and the total response are stretched in the y-direction instead. The rib reduces 
the nearfield acoustic pressure on the side without the applied force, but gives the side with the 
force a greater acoustic response. 
Using equations (8) and (9), one can acquire the acoustic pressure responses in the farfield. 
In previous work [2], one obtained the farfield responses at radial distance 100m due to a 5.2N 
292Hz point force applied to the rib with * equal to 0°, 45°, and 90°. To give a better 
overview, this work includes these data within a three-dimensional farfield radiation pattern as 
shown in Figure 14. In addition, the solution for a homogeneous plate with the same force and 
for a ribbed plate with an equal force applied 0.1m away from the rib, are shown in Figure 15 
and Figure 16 respectively. Unmistakably, Figure 15 proves itself an axis-symmetrical 
monopole radiation pattern at the excitation frequency of 292Hz for the homogeneous plate. 
Comparing the results of Figure 14 and Figure 16, one realizes that the interaction between the 
force and the rib provides a prominent difference when the force is applied away firom the rib. 
3. Acoustic intensity response due to a line or point force The acoustic 
intensity responses to a line force are numerically evaluated according to equation (11) in the 
nearGeld to obtain in-plane (x,y) and normal (z) acoustic intensities on the surface of tiie plates. 
Previous work [2] presented the case of a line force applied to the rib; this work presents the 
case of a same line force applied away from the rib. Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the in-
plane and normal acoustic intensities at the surface of the ribbed plates respectively. The real 
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zmax=6.267e-lPa (N/m^), zmin=4.172e-lPa 
z: acoustic pressure 
response 
'y 
Figure 8. Acoustic pressure propagation component response at the surface of the 
homogeneous plate with a 52N, 292Hz point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. 
Plate loss factor = 0.02. (left: 3-D, right: contour plots; x: -0.1m to 0.21m, y: 
0.155m to 0.155m; 32*32 points in plots). 
zmax=2.496Pa (N/m^), zmin=5.63e-lPa 
z: acoustic pressure 
response 
Figure 9. Acoustic pressure evanescent component response at the surface of the 
homogeneous plate with a 5J2N, 292Hz point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. 
Plate loss factor = 0.02. (left: 3-D, right: contour plots; x: -0.1m to 0.21m, y: 
-0.155m to 0.155m; 32*32 points in plots). 
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zmax=2.087e-lPa (N/m^), zmin=7.673e-lPa 
z: acoustic pressure 
response 
Figure 10. Acoustic pressure total response at the surface of the homogeneous plate with a 
52N, 292Hz point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Plate loss factor = 0.02. 
(left: 3-D, right: contour plots; x: -0.1m to 0.21m, y:-0.155m to 0.155m; 32*32 
points in plots). 
zmax=6.522e-lPa (N/m^), zmin=4.11 le-lPa 
z; acoustic pressure 
response 
00» 
Figure 11. Acoustic pressure propagation component response at the surface of the ribbed 
plate with a 5.2N, 292Hz point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Ribbed plate 
loss factor = 0.02. (left: 3-D, right: contour plots; x: -0.1m to 0.21m, y:-0.155m 
to 0.155m; 32*32 points in plots). 
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zmax=2.673Pa (N/m^), zmin=2,229e-lPa 
z; acoustic pressure 
response 
Figure 12. Acoustic pressure evanescent component response at the surface of the ribbed 
plate with a 5.2N, 292Hz point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Ribbed plate 
loss factor = 0.02. (left: 3-D, right: contour plots; x: -0.1m to 0.21m, y: -0.155m 
to 0.155m; 32*32 points in plots). 
zmax=2.189Pa (N/m^), zmin=6.006e-lPa 
z; acoustic pressure 
response 
Figure 13. Acoustic pressure total response at the surface of the ribbed plate with a 5.2N, 
292Hz point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
(left: 3-D, right: contour plots; x: -0.1m to 021m, y: -0.155m to 0.155m; 32*32 
points in plots). 
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X 
Figure 14. At radial distance 100m farfield pressure pattern of the ribbed plate with a 5 2N, 
292Hz point force applied on the rib. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. Force is 
acting ^ong z-axis and rib is along y-axis. 
X 
Figure 15. At radial distance 100m farfield pressure pattern of the homogeneous plate with a 
5.2N,292Hz point force applied on the rib. Plate loss factor = 0.02. Force is 
acting along z-axis. 
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Figure 16. At radial distance 100m farfîeld pressure pattern of the ribbed plate with a 5.2N, 
292Hz point force applied at 0.1m away âom the rib. Ribbed plate loss factor = 
0.02. 
part, or active part, of the in-plane acoustic intensity illuminates the force location nicely with 
positive values (vector points to the right) and negative values (vector points to the left) 
separated at that position. Unlike the active structural intensity one obtained in previous 
paper [1], which exhibited a linear gradual decrease with distance, the active acoustic intensity 
fluctuates with distance. The active part of the normal acoustic intensity has a maximum at the 
vicinity of the force location. However, those acoustic intensity quantities provide no lucid 
information about the rib location at all. 
Accordingly, the acoustic intensity responses to a point force are evaluated by the same 
equation and procedure, i.e., in equation (11) in-plane particle velocities, acoustic pressure, 
and normal particle velocity are obtained numerically on the surface of the plates. Those 
quantities consume tremendous computation time due to the inevitably difficult task of the 
double integration. Patientiy, one procures those results both for homogeneous and ribbed 
plates. Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the active and reactive (imaginary part) normal acoustic 
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Figure 17. In-rplane acoustic intensity at the surface of the ribbed plate with a IN/m, 292Hz, 
and wavenumber ky = 0[l/m] line force applied at 0.1m away from the rib. 
Ribbed plate loss factor = 0,02. 
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Figure 18. Normal acoustic intensity at the surface of the ribbed plate with a IN/m, 292Hz, 
and wavenumber = 0[l/m] line force applied at 0.1m away from the rib. 
Ribbed plate loss ractor = 0.02. 
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z: acoustic intensity 
response 
Figure 19. Normal active acoustic intensity at the surface of the homogeneous plate with a 
5.2N, 292Hz point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Plate loss factor = 0.02. 
(left: 3-D, right: contour plots; x: -0.1m to 021m, y: -0.155m to 0.155m; 32*32 
points in plots). 
z: acoustic intensity 
response 
Figure 20. Normal reactive acoustic intensity at the surface of the homogeneous plate with a 
5.2N, 292Hz point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Plate loss factor = 0.02. 
(left: 3-D, right: contour plots; x: -0.1m to 0.21m, y: -0.155m to 0.155m; 32*32 
points in plots). 
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intensities for the homogeneous plate , while Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the same 
presentations for the ribbed plate. Furthermore, Figure 23 shows the active and reactive in-
plane acoustic intensities for the homogeneous plate, whereas Figure 24 shows the same 
presentations for the ribbed plate. The complex in-plane acoustic particle velocity is also 
presented for the ribbed plate in Figure 25. The imaginary part of the acoustic particle velocity 
nicely indicates the interaction between the point force and the rib. This interaction, however, 
is totally washed away when multiplied by the complex acoustic pressure to obtain the in-plane 
acoustic intensities that are presented in Figure 24. 
As was done for the farGeld acoustic pressure response, the farfield acoustic intensity is 
evaluated by applying the stationary phase method to equation (12). In Figure 26 and 
Figure 27, one shows the farfield acoustic intensity patterns at a radial distance of 100m fiom 
the ribbed plate in the planes with 4» equal to 45° and 90°, due to a 52N 292Hz point force 
applied to the rib. With identical point force excitations and ribbed plate systems, both figures 
can be examined with the acoustic pressure patterns shown in previous woik [2]. The 
outcomes one secures prove that the relationship between the farfield acoustic intensity and 
pressure really has a plane wave character, i.e., |T| a p2, or explicitly expressed as 
where |T| denotes the amplitude of the intensity and p denotes the pressure. 
4. Acoustic power due to a point force Acoustic power calculations based on 
equation (13) were carried out on homogeneous and ribbed plates excited by application of a 
point force on the rib in previous woric [2]. To obtain acoustic power, results were calculated 
by integrating 3529 field points of acoustic intensity response distributed over the surface of a 
semi-sphere in the farfield (with a radial distance of 100m). 
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z; acoustic intensity 
response 
Figure 21. Normal active acoustic intensity at the surface of the ribbed plate with a 5.2N, 
292Hz point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
(left: 3-D, right: contour plots; x: -0.1m to 021m, y:-0.155m to 0.155m; 32*32 
points in plots). 
z: acoustic intensity 
response 
.480 
Figure 22. Normal reactive acoustic intensity at the surface of the ribbed plate with a 5.2N, 
292Hz point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
(left: 3-D, right: contour plots; x: -0.1m to 021m, y: -0.155m to 0.155m; 32*32 
points in plots). 
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Figure 23. In-plane acoustic intensity at the surface of the homogeneous plate with a 5.2N, 
292Hz point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Plate loss factor = 0.02. (left: 
active, right; reactive intensity; x: -0.1m to 021m, y: -0.155m to 0.155m; 32*32 
points in plots; denotes source point). 
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Figure 24. In-plane acoustic intensity at the surface of the ribbed plate with a 5.2N, 292Hz 
point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. (left: 
active, right: reactive intensity; x: -0.1m to 0.21m, y: -0.155m to 0.155m; 32*32 
points in plots; denotes source point). 
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Figure 25. In-plane acoustic particle velocity at the surface of the ribbed plate with a 5 J2N, 
292Hz point force applied at (0.095,0.046)m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
(left; active, right: reactive intensity; x: -0.1m to 0.21m, y: -0.155m to 0.155m; 
32*32 points in plots; denotes source point). 
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Figure 26. Farfield acoustic intensity pattern at radial distance R = l(X)m and * = 45 plane 
of the ribbed plate with a 5.2N, 292Hz, point force applied to the rib. Ribbed 
plate loss factor = 0.02, 
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Figure 27. Farfield acoustic intensity pattern at radial distance R = 100m and * = 90° plane 
of the ribbed plate with a 52N, 292Hz, point force applied to the rib. Ribbed 
plate loss factor = 0.02. 
In Figure 28, one reemphasizes that on the ribbed plate the rib reduces the radiated power 
to about one-tenth of the amount radiated by the homogeneous plate under excitation by the 
same point force at the plate coincidence frequency. Moreover, this work introduces the input 
mechanical power at the driving point as shown in Figure 29. The ratio between acoustic 
radiated power and input mechanical power is shown in Figure 30. This shows that the ratios 
for both homogeneous and ribbed plates are almost the same. For example, at the plate 
coincidence frequency the homogeneous plate power ratio is larger than the ribbed plate by 
only 2.5% approximately. An informative result can be achieved from Figure 29. In previous 
work [1 ], one compared an input mechanical impedance of 341.4 [N/(m/sec)] on the 
homogeneous plate with an analytic solution of 341.5 [N/(m/sec)] from [14]. Using that 
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impedance value, one obtains the input mechanical power for the homogeneous plate to be a 
constant value of precisely 3.959e-2 [watt] for all frequencies, as shown in Figure 29. 
If one takes a look at the lower frequencies range in Figure 30, a deviation between the two 
curves at frequency about 250Hz can be detected. Therefore, one shows Figure 31 to find out 
an interesting peak appears at 253Hz just on the curve of the ribbed plate case. This small peak 
is verified as the rib coincidence ftequency. Another interesting discrepancy between these 
curves is that for the homogeneous plate case, the radiated power increases gradually as the 
plate coincidence frequency is approached. This is not the case for the ribbed plate, for which 
the radiated power decreases just above the rib coincidence frequency but turns and begins to 
increase at a certain point before hitting the plate coincidence frequency. 
Conclusions 
Expressions were formulated from the displacement response functions through Euler's 
equation by using the Fourier transform method for the acoustic responses of an infinite, 
single-ribbed plate with negligible fluid loading due to a line or point force applied to the ribbed 
plates in the physical domain. Simultaneously, one also derived the displacement response 
functions for the same system due to the conesponding excitations in the wavenumber domain. 
The rib provides a reduction for the ribbed plate acoustic responses in comparison with the 
same case of the homogeneous plate responses, and changes the farfield acoustic radiation 
patterns accordingly. Furthermore, whether or not a point force is applied directly to the rib 
does change the farfield acoustic radiation patterns remarkably, as expected. Acoustic power 
radiated from the ribbed plate at the plate coincidence frequency is about ten times smaller than 
that radiated from the homogeneous plate with an identical point force applied to the rib. 
Even though the nearfield acoustic responses required a time-consuming numerical process 
in the point force case, the computed acoustic pressure responses were not all useful for force 
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and rib position identification. The homogeneous plate case has both the normal and in-plane 
acoustic intensities show the force location precisely; in contrast, the ribbed plate case just has 
the in-plane acoustic intensity can provide adequate source location and has the normal acoustic 
intensity suggest possible locations for the rib and the force. At this point, one concludes that 
with the line force excitation case, none of the acoustic intensities can exactiy identify the rib 
location even in some cases identify imprecise force location. 
Interestingly, the imaginary part of the in-plane acoustic particle velocity showed a nice 
interaction between the point force and the rib; however, tiie information disappeared in the in-
plane acoustic intensity totally after one manipulates the product witii the acoustic pressure. 
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PAPER III. 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSES OF A MULTIPLE-RIBBED INFINITE 
PLATE IN WATER: DISPLACEMENT AND STRUCTURAL 
INTENSITY 
86 
ABSTRACT 
An analytic solution is derived using the Fourier transform method to obtain the vibrational 
responses caused by application of a line or point force to a multiple-ribbed, infinite plate with 
fluid loading. Three separate checks of this solution are demonstrated. First, the solution 
obtained in previous work [1,2] for a single-ribbed, infinite plate without fluid loading, a 
special case of the current solution, is used to verify tiie rib model. Next, fluid loading terms 
in the model are verified using the special case of a submerged homogeneous plate for 
comparison with published results. Finally, validity of this model is demonstrated by the 
accurate prediction of firequency response functions and natural frequencies for multiple span 
clamped plates in which infinitely stiff ribs are used to model clamped conditions. Results 
from fliis paper reconfirm previous findings based on a single rib that structural intensity in 
ribbed plates is an excellent tool for force and rib position identification. 
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ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
A fluid-loaded infinite plate reinforced by rib elements can be used to provide a preliminary 
model for study of the vibrational behavior of a marine structure reinforced by stiffeners and 
submerged in water. Many authors have studied such structures, including an early work by 
Romanov [3] who investigated sound radiation from an infinite plate with fluid loading 
reinforced with a finite set of uniformly spaced beams and driven by a point force. Eatwell and 
Butler [4] obtained expressions for the vibration of a fluid-loaded elastic infinite plate which is 
stiffened by a finite number of uniformly spaced parallel beams. 
The vibrational response of an infinite fluid-loaded homogeneous plate has also been 
investigated by several authors. Nayak [5] numerically evaluated the Fourier integral 
representation of the solution to determine the plate admittance for a line excitation. Crighton 
[6-9] conducted a significant effort to determine admittance functions and wave propagation in 
fiuid loaded infinite plates due to a line or a point force. Feit and Liu [10] considered the 
nearfield response of a line-driven fiuid loaded plate. Crighton and Innes [11] focused on 
responses at low frequencies, where fiuid loading effects are of prime importance in proper 
determination of acoustic radiation and vibrational responses for infinite, semi-infinite, and 
finite plates. 
In this work, a rudimentary analysis based on approaches suggested by Mace [12,13] and 
a previous work [2] is earned out on multiple-ribbed plates. This analysis is a necessary stage 
in the development of models for investigation of the mode localization phenomenon to be 
addressed in subsequent work. First, the direct numerical schemes are presented and verified 
and then they are applied to obtain the desired plate responses. 
In solving for the structural intensity response to a line force, branch-cut contour integrals 
are used to determine higher order derivative terms for which integration scheme are inadequate 
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due to slow convergence. Results consistent with published data for the structural intensity 
responses both with negligible fluid loading and air fluid loading provide convincing evidence 
that the formulations and solutions obtained are correct and precise. 
Also, in evaluating responses due to a point force, the direct numerical integration method 
becomes time-consuming because of a double integration that exists in the solution. The use of 
branch-cut contour integrals definitely aids in evaluating the responses due to a point force 
excitation. Nevertheless, the two-dimensional behavior in the point force case is a tough 
computational problem. A large number of ribs can also make solutions unattainable. 
I. Mathematical Analysis 
A. Formulation of displacement response 
The governing equation for a multiple-ribbed plate subjected to external excitation and fluid 
loading is: 
Dp(V'^ -kf'^) w(x,y,t) = f(x,y,t) - (pa)z=0 - 2 ô(x-Xj)Fj + 2 (1) j = i •' j = i dx •' 
where Dp is the plate flexural rigidity; (Pa)z=o is acoustic pressure loading from die fluid; 
w(x,y,t) is the plate transverse displacement response; f(x,y,t) is an excitation pressure; Fj and 
Mj are rib reaction forces and moments at rib location xj respectively; n is the rib number; ô( ) 
is the Dirac delta function; is the two-dimensional biharmonic operator in cartesian 
coordinates x and y; kf is the plate wavenumber. 
Following the process presented in previous work [2], one proceeds by assuming the 
ribbed plate system is subjected to a plane wave incident pressure excitation (with and py 
wavenumbers along the x- and y-axis), taking a Fourier transform of the governing equation 
(1) with respect to the variable x, substituting for acoustic pressure loading using Euler's 
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equation and taking an inverse Fourier transform of that equation. Using non-dimensional 
variables in a matrix formulation to simultaneously set up the equilibrium force and moment 
equations at the rib locations, and assuming KJR can be neglected (KTO = 0), one gets: 
J 
KT, 
hG(Xl ,Xj,|Xy) G(*l ' (^(*1 '*n>^y) 
G(X% ,X2,Hy)...G(Xl 
...G(^,^,Hy) H(X2,Xj,|Xy) 
=^l4-H(xi,xi,Hy) 
J—fG(X2,X2,Hy) 
LKt2 
G(x2,xi,Hy) 0 G(x2,xd,ny) H(x2,xi,ny) 
H(Xj ,X2 ïfAy) •• .H(Xj *Hy ) 
H  (Xj  ,X2i ^ y } . . . H  (Xj  fXQf ( i y  )  
0 H(X2,%,tiy) 
H(X2,%,|ly) =r^ +H ( X2 ,X2 ,liy ) 
LKR 
G(:*n,X{,(Xy) G(xQ,:^,py).. 
G(%,X^ ,Hy) G(j^,^,|iy) .0 
L-HG(Xn,:%,Hy) 
LKT„ 
H(xn,xi,ny) H(3?n,»2.My) -0 
H(x^j,xj,ny) H(:^,;^,|iy)... +H(xQ,:%,Hy) 
Fi 
F2 
F3 
Ln > = 
IMl 
i M 2  
i M 3  
liM n, 
e-:Hx*2 
e'l^xXn-l 
PoPo 
The above matiix equation can be rearranged by interchanging selected rows in the square 
matrix on the left hand side and the corresponding elements in the column vector on the right 
hand side as follows: 
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=^G(Xl,Xl,|Xy) 
LKTI 
G(xj •• •G(Xj^ 
G(X2,Xi,Hy) =LfG(3i2,X2,Hy) ...G(X2,^o,Hy) H(»2,Xi,Hy) 
LKT2 
G(%,Xi,Hy) 0 G(3^,Xn,}iy) H(x2,xi,iiy) 
=E^H(xi,xi,py) 
H(X| ,X2 i[Ay) .< .H(Xj ,!^f^y ) 
H(xi,%,Hy)...H(xi,%,My) 
0 H(x2,xn,ny) 
...1*1 (X2 i^i^y ) :^H(%,X2,Hy) 
LK% 
G(XQ,Xj,jiy) G(xh>^iJAy) 
G(:%,xi,ny) G(xn,»2,t^) 0 
=WG(xh,Xn,Hy) 
KT„ 
H(xh,Xi,Hy) H(%,X2,Hy) .0 
t * t 
H(%,xi,ny) H(%,X2,Hy).., =EM-H(%,:^,ny) 
F1 
F2 
e-il»x*2 
F3 
e-i(AxXn- ! 
e-i|i%xn 
i M l  
i M 2  
>PoPo 
i M 3  
l i M n .  
(2) 
where ' denotes a derivative with respect to x and functions G and H represent the integrals: 
G(x;^,My) = 
2n 
e-itt( * - and H(x,xj,ny) = J-Q(H.My) 2jt 
(le-.-iti(x-
.00 QCfi. JV) 
and p, is the transform variable in the wavenumber domain. Also, 
d|i, (3) 
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Q(K fiy) = ( - £2"* - . ^ — and PoCnx , My) = [Q(MX , My)! 
V (P + My2 - W)^ 
These functions have the following behavior 
G(xi,xi,Hy) = G(^,X2,My) =...= G(:%,Xn.My) andH(xi,xi,|iy) = H(x2,X2,My) =...= H'(%,%,Hy), 
~ ~ and — H(%i,%i,py) = 0, 
G(^,^,My) = G(Xj,%i,My) andH(^,^,|iy) = I^^,%i,My), where m, j = 1, 2,..., n. 
It is also apparent that 
G(%i,^,My) = (-i)H(%i,:^,Hy) , 
The amplitude of the plane wave in dimensionless form is po . The variables and K% 
represent the translational and rotational stifkess for each rib. Using an abbreviated form of 
notation to rewrite equation (2) 
IAI I] nxn [AI 2] nxn 
[A2 1]  nxn [A2 2]  nxn 
where [AI 1] nxn . [A2 7 }  nxn are symmetrical matrices, [AI 2] nxn, [A21] nxn are anti-
symmetrical matrices; moreover, [Ai 2] nxn = >[A21] nxn • At this point, by operating on 
equation (4) with a further matrix manipulation, the reaction forces and moments due to the ribs 
acting on the plate can be found in terms of popg as: 
IAi 1] nxn [AI 2] 1 ^ ^ 
1%, 
I nxn 
[Aj 1] »»•. [Aî2I -x-J PoPo• 
Using a final substitution, the inverse matrix [ A ]"1 is replaced with [ B ]: 
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Bii Bi2 Bi3 
B21 B22 B23 
B l 2 n  
B 2 2 n  
,iMj/ B2n-ll B2n-12 B2n-13 ... B2n-12n 
_®2nl ®2n2 B2n3 B2n2n. 2n2nJ2nx2n 
Using an approach similar to the method verified for a single-ribbed plate system in 
previous work [2], the displacement response of an n-ribbed plate with fluid loading due to a 
plane wave incident pressure excitation can be obtained by linear superposition of the rib-
induced terms on the right hand side of the equation. 
^^=Pb Po - i Pj G(x,xj,|iy) - 2 iMj H(xA,ny) 
I  j = i  j = i  ,  
G(x,xj,ny) and H(x,xj,py) were defined in equation (3), Fj and iMj were defined in equation (5), 
and I is a scaled length. Again, using an approach similar to the detailed derivation in previous 
work [2], the displacement response to a general pressure excitation can be obtained for the n-
ribbed plate as 
1. Plate response to a line force excitation Using an approach similar to that 
presented in [2], if a multiple-ribbed plate is excited by a line force at XQ, one sets 
F(Mx.My)[Po - 2^1] G(x;ij,My) - 2^iMj H(x,Xj,My)] 
n n 
(6) 
^ 2 
F(nx,  f ly )  =  2n 5L tfiixxo g(^y'. ny) in equation (6) to describe the forcing function in the 
4) 
wavenumber domain. The displacement response becomes 
g  f  0 0 Û  —  
Wi(x,y) = - %) . [ j^Fj G(x^,|iy) + J^iMj H(x;Kj,^)]}d(i: 
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In the above equation, the reaction forces and moments can be replaced with equivalent values 
from equation (5), term by term as 
F i  =  [ B i + • • • +  B i 2 n ( - i ^ i x e - i l ^ * ' ^ ) ]  P Q P Q .  
^ + B22e->>'**2 +...+B2ne-'l^*'^n + Bzn+lC-iUxe"'^^**^) +•••+ B22^(-i^lxe•'^***°)] PoPo' 
+ Bn2e-'l***2 +...+Bnne-')^**« + Bnn+l(-iHxe-'>'**0 +...+ Bn2n(-iM.xe-'l^**n)] poPo-
iMi = [Bn+l +. .+Bn+lne-'^^x*" + Bn+ln+l(-ifAxe-'t^**i) +...+ Bn+i2n(-iHxe-'l*''*°)] PoPo-
iM2 = [Bn+2ie-'l^**i +...+Bn+2ne-'^^**" + B^+2n+l(-i^lxe"'^**") +...+ Bn+22n(-i^xe-'t^''*°)] PoPb' 
iMn = [B2nie-'»^**i +...+B2nne-'^^**" + B2nn+l(-iKxe-'^^**') +••.+ B2n2n(-i^xe-'f^**°)] PoPo-
Concentrating on the bracketed term on the right hand side above, one can use equations (24) 
and (25) in [2] to obtain the result: 
' 00  
[ ] d|ix = Po{[®llG(x.xi.|Ay) + B2lG(x,X2,My) +•••+ BnlG(x,Xa,Hy) 
. -00 
+ Bn+llH(x,xi,|iy) + Bn+2lH(x,X2.Hy) +•••+ B2nlH(x,^,Hy)] G(xi,%,|iy) 
+ [Bi2G(x,Xi,Hy) +...+ Bn2G(x,;%,^iy) 
+ Bn+l2H(x,Xi,Hy)+...+ B2n2H(x,%,Hy)] G(x2,^.Jiy) 
+ + 
+ [BinG(x,Xj,Hy) +...+ BnnG(x,Jo,|iy) 
+ Bn+inH(x,Xi,Hy)+...+ B2nnH(x,%,piy)] G(%,%,Hy) 
+(-i)[Bin+lG(x,xi,^y) +...+ Bnn+iG(x,XQ,jiy) 
+ ®n+ln+l^^(*>*l»My) +•••+ %nn+lH(x,%,(jy)] H(X( ,XQ,|iy) 
+(-i)[Bin+2G(x,xi,Hy) +...+ Bnn+2G(x,Xn,^y) 
+ %+ln+2H(x,x^,|jy) +...+ B2nn+2H(x,%,Hy)] H(%,%,t^y) 
+ 4" 
+(-i)[Bl2nG(x,xi,Hy) +...+ Bn2nG(x,Xn.Hy) 
+ Bn+12nH(x,Xi,Hy) +...+ B2n2nH(x,%,Hy)] H(xh,%,Ky). 
At last, the displacement response W/(x ,y) for the n-ribbed plate due to a unit amplitude, 
pj) = 1, can be described as 
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W/(x,y) = BLe-i|iyy{G(x,%,Hy) 
A) 
G(xi G(xi ,Xo,kiy)B2i G(xi ,%,|iy)B2nl 
2n 
2 
elements 
of matrix 
G(xn,%,Hy)Bln G(%,%,Hy)B2n G(%,%,|iy)B2na 
-iH(xi,Xo,Hy)Bin+i -iH(xi,Xo,My)B2n+l---iH(xi,xo,iiy)B2nn+l 
_ -iH(Xn,j!o,|jy)Bi2n -iH(%,)io,Hy)B22n -iH(Xn,%,Hy)B2n2n _ 
'G(x,xi,iiy) 
G(x,x2,ny) 
2nx2n 
^ G(x,Xn,Hy) ^ 
H(x,xi,ny) 
H(X,J^,Hy) 
}. (7) 
H(x,%,^y)/2nxl 
The functions G( ), H( ), and Bmj have been defined earlier, and contain direct numerical 
integration themselves, but require no further integration in the final solution of equation (7). 
2. Plate response to a point force excitation Similarly, if the multiple-ribbed 
plate is excited by a point force at XQ, yo. one sets F(nx, ny) = Ssi ^MYYO IN equation (6) 
for the forcing function in the waveniunber domain. The displacement response becomes 
Wp(x,y) = -M. 
4:^Dp . 
{fio e-iKx(x - w) - [ I Fj G(xA,Hy) + | iMj H(x,^,Hy)]} j = 1 j = 1 
e-i^y(y - jo)d(ijjd|jy. 
Substitute the reaction forces and moments from equation (5) into above equation. Paying 
attention to the bracketed terms above and using substitutions from equations (24) and (25) in 
[2], one obtains the result 
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Wp(x,y) = 
2nDp . 
2n 
2 
elements 
of matrix 
{[G(X,%,|iy) 
G(xi,%,Hy)Bn G(xi,xo,JAy)B2i G(xi,^,Hy)B2nl 
G(*d»^iMy)Bln G(^,XQ,(iy)B2n G(^i^tMy)B2nn 
-iH(xi,%,|iy)Bin+l -iH(xi,^,jiy)B2n+l...-iH(xi,3io,ny)B2nn+l 
_ -iH(^,%,py)Bi2n -iH(%,^o,Hy)B22n -iH(%,%,My)B2n2n _ 
fG(X,Xl,Hy) 
G(X,X2,(ly) 
2nx2n 
^ G(X,X^,(iy) 
H(x,xi,M.y) 
H(X,X2,Hy) 
]e-i^^y(y - J0)}d^iy. (8) 
\H(x,%,(iy)/ 2nxl 
Again, the functions G( ), H( ), and Bmj have been defined earlier and require attainable direct 
numerical integration, however now, an integration with respect to the wavenumber variable in 
y for the entire integrand appears in equation (8). This extra integration consumes a great effort 
when using a direct numerical integration scheme, and in general is impractical. 
Once the displacement response functions for a line or point force excitation have been 
obtained, formulas for the structural intensity response can be routinely adopted [2]. In this 
work, the structural intensity response due to a line force (a one-dimensional problem) will be 
looked at. 
B. Formulation of branch-cut contour integral 
The 2nd and 3rd derivative terms that exist in structural intensity formulas are slowly 
convergent when a direct numerical scheme is used to obtain their solution. Alternatively, one 
is able to avoid this problem by employing a branch-cut contour integral as follows. 
The following slowly convergent integrand in the 2nd derivative term is used as an example 
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'^ - L 2n J.CO Vs2 - Q'^) - L 
Vs2 -(jq2 
y 00 
=A_ Mil ds. 
2 n J . o o  q ( s )  
First, take a look at the denominator 
q(s) = Vs^ -HQ^( é - q'*) - L. By letting Vs^ -[i q ^ = ti. 
q ( s ) can be rewritten in terms of the variable TI as 
q(n) = + MO^)^ - - L = if + + (hq'^ - £2^^)11 - L. 
Solving the equation of q(Ti) = 0 numerically to obtain five roots, yields ten poles in s-domain. 
However, the Sommerfeld radiation condition [14] argues that Re(ii) > 0 for the radiation 
behavior to be finite, i.e., 
= e"(^ + ib)z = ^az g-ibz where a > 0 is obligatory for the z > 0 half-space, 
which reduces the number of poles to be included in the residue contribution. In fact, there are 
only three roots that remain, one of which is close to a real quantity (pure real, if no loss factor 
is considered) and the other two are complex conjugates [8]. As a result, one has six poles in 
the contour integral plane taking part in the residue contribution. Three on the upper half- and 
three on the lower half-plane as shown in Figure 1. Besides the residue contribution from the 
poles, one has to take branch-cuts as shown in Figure 1 due to V-\^p- multivalued branch 
points at s = ± HQ. 
pole contributions From the standard Residue Theorem one knows that for the upper 
half-plane, Xi - xj < 0, poles ki, k2, kg contribute residues of 
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Figure 1. Sketch of branch-cut contour integral. 
2ni I 
à 
P ( s )  
a s  Ig = fcl,te,li3 
For the lower half-plane, x, - xj > 0, poles -ki, k2 .kg contribute residues of 
-2ni y 
A 
P ( s )  
aq(s) 
L as J lg = -ki,lQ ,k3 
branch-cut contributions From Figure 1 one chooses the cuts as for 
the upper and lower half-plane branch-cut integration, i.e.. 
f +f + + f Slllds , 
Jri Jr2 ir3 Jr4 
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where the sign of each term in the integrand must be appropriately chosen. 
For the upper half-plane, i.e., 
Fi : loo -• 0; chose -Vhq^ - ^ , 
[ 2 :  0  1 % ;  c h o s e  - V n o ^  - ,  
r^: HQ -» 0; chose +V\>q^ - , 
I 4 :  0  - *  i o o ;  c h o s e  + V ;  
and for the lower half-plane, i.e., 
Tj: -ioo -» 0; chose +V- s^ , 
I 2 :  0  - »  - H o ;  c h o s e  + V -  s ^  ,  
I3: -Mo "* 0; chose -V|io^ - s? , 
I4: 0 -• -ioo; chose ^ . 
Carefully manipulating the branch-cut contributions, one arrives at 
±2iL{ •W . ^s3eis|x! - )g| 
• 
V^jQ^ + ^s^e" • ^1 ds}. 
•'0 + .Q4)^ + JJ2 
Using a simpler notation, the branch-cut contour integral becomes 
2(1) ds = ± 2ni y 
- 0 0  g ( s )  j  = 1  
P(s) 
-[ + + + 
3q(s) ri J Fj 
L as J I9 
2lÛds] 
14 q(s) 
= ±2ni y 
à 
P ( s )  
a q ( s )  
. ds 
± 2iL { 
VlipZ . ^sSgislxi - :g| 
° (MO^  - s 2 ) ( ^ - Q 4 ) ^  +  L 2  J O  +  + [ 2  
V Mo^ + ^s^e" 4*1 " ds}. 
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Choosing '+' for the upper half-plane and for the lower half-plane, the pole contributions 
are computed algebraically and the branch-cut contributions are numerically integrated without 
any difficulties for the above equation. 
II. Numerical Results and Discussions 
A. Verification of the mathematical model 
The emphasis for a verification of the mathematical model is focused on the direct 
numerical schemes. In that context, frequency response functions are generated numerically to 
verify the natural frequencies of clamped-ribbed plates both for line and point force excitation. 
Clamped-ribs are ribs with very large rotational and translational stiffness properties when 
compared with the plate stiffness. Finally, in a demonstration, the structural intensity response 
in a vacuum is calculated as a limiting case to the structural intensity response in air, which is 
carried out successfully by introducing the branch-cut contour integral for some of the higher 
order derivative terms. 
1. Verification of the numerical scheme In verifying the numerical model with 
a plate loss factor, the direct numerically integrated velocity responses of a 1-inch thick 
homogeneous steel plate in watra: to a unit line force excitation are compared with the results 
obtained with different numerical method (branch-cut contour integral) in [10]. Figure 2. uses 
two ftequencies below coincidence to demonstrate that the normalized velocity, a ratio between 
the velocity response in water to the drive line velocity in vacuo on the surface of the 
Ucom/ 
plate varies along the normalized distance, kf x. Figure 3 shows a different trend, a 
monotonous decreasing trend, for ftequencies above coincidence. 
The displacement responses of a homogeneous and a single-ribbed plate in air due to a IN 
250Hz point force excitation is computed by the current scheme as shown in Figure 4 and 
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Figure 2. Normalized plate velocity amplitude as a function of normalized distance for 
frequencies below coincidence flf^ = 0.02, f/fc = 02. Plate loss factor = 0.02. 
(Data from [10] not shown). 
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Figure 3. Normalized plate velocity amplitude as a function of normalized distance for a 
frequency above coincidence f/fg = 2.0. Plate loss factor = 0.02. (Data from 
[10] not shown). 
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O.Olm thick homog. plate; IN pt. force 250Hz 
Figure 4. Displacement response of 0.01m thick homogeneous plate with a IN, 250Hz 
point force applied at the origin. Plate loss factor = 0.02. (upper: 3-D, lower: 
contour plots; x: -2.0m to 2.0m, y:-2.0m to 2.0m; 17*17 points in plots). 
O.Olm thick 1-rib plate: IN pt. force 250Hz 
Figure 5. Displacement response of O.Olm thick ribbed plate with a IN, 250Hz point force 
applied on the rib. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. (upper 3-D, lower: contour 
plots; rib is at X = Om; x: -2.0m to 2.0m, y:-2.0m to 2.0m; 17* 17 points in plots). 
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Figure 5. Results are exactly the same as the prior results, shown in Figure 10 and Figure 9 in 
[2] respectively. 
2. Verifications of the natural frequency for clamoed-ribbed plates A 
clamped boundary condition on a three-ribbed plate is simulated by giving the Young's and 
shear moduli of the ribs values as large as l.OeSON/m^ . The arrangements of the rib spacing 
are set up as follows 
rib locations for periodic arrangement: -0.3m, 0.0m, 0.3m, 
rib locations for quasi-periodic arrangement: -0.31m, 0.0m, 0.3m. 
Also, 0.1m is selected for the driving point location. The reason for including the quasi-
periodic rib arrangement is to make sure tiiat decoupling of two spans between the clamped ribs 
come into effect. Decoupling of spans is demonstrated by observing the coincidence of peaks 
in the frequency response functions (FRFs) shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The clamped ribs 
do behave effectively as clamped span boundary conditions, since the FRF curves for two 
arrangements actually coincide with each other. Those peaks should be close to the natural 
frequencies of a strip of an infinite plate with a 0.3m width in vacuo having clamped-clamped 
boundary conditions along two sides of the plate strip. Leissa [15] proposes the following 
formulas for predicting the first two natural frequencies for this kind of plate: 
An aluminum plate with a thickness hp of 1/8" is chosen for the results shown in Figure 6 and 
Figure 7. Peaks from the current numerical analysis and the predicted values firom [15] for the 
first two natural frequencies are summarized in Table 1. Apparently, the simulation presents 
excellent results in natural frequency evaluation. The point force frequency response function 
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Figure 6. Driving point frequency response functions of the three-ribbed plate in vacuo due 
to a line force applied at XQ = 0.1m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
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Figure 7. Driving point frequency response functions of the three-ribbed plate in vacuo due 
to a point force applied at (XQ, yo) = (0.1,0)m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
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Table 1. Natural fiequency comparison for the periodic clamped-clamped plates. 
Mode number Leissa [15] FRF line force FRF point force 
1 197.2Hz 195Hz 197Hz 
2 5432Hz 539Hz 545Hz 
3 1053Hz 1073Hz 
4 1751Hz 1765Hz 
exhibits slightly more accurate frequencies than the line force frequency response function, as 
will be reinforced in a later discussion on the mode shapes. 
3. Verifications of structural intensity in ribbed plates Fluid loading is 
added for analysis of a two-ribbed plate (rib locations: +02m, -02m) in air subjected to a line 
force excitation at XQ = 0.1m. A branch-cut contour integral is used for the 2nd and 3rd 
derivative terms that exist in structural intensity formulas. It is noteworthy that Figure 8 
establishes that the solutions obtained by neglecting all fluid loading, called in vacuo, is a 
suitable limiting case of loading with a light fluid, like air (low density compared to the plate's 
density). Also, these results indicate that the newly developed matiiematical model 
incorporating fluid loading is adequate and consistent. Having demonstrated solution for a 
ribbed plate response in air, this approach is ready to model loading with heavier fluids, such 
as water. 
B. SiffiwlatiQPS apd vaiitfatiQPS 
Frequency response functions are calculated both in vacuo and in water for a three-ribbed 
plate response to a line force excitation. These are used to demonstrate the coupling effect 
coming from tiie fluid and its influence on plate mode shapes. Validations are performed to 
make sure that normalized mode shapes are not changed by shifting the excitation location. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of the structural intensity responses on a two-ribbed plate in vacuo 
and in air due to a IN/m, 292Hz, wavenumber ky = 0[l/m] line force applied at 
xo = 0.1m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. Ribs at x:-f0.2m,-0.2m. 
Structural intensity responses again present an excellent tool for force and rib position 
identification even in water fluid case. 
1. Frequency response function and mode shape Evaluation of a frequency 
response function is a standard approach for identifying the natural frequencies of a system. 
The frequency response function shown in Figure 9 indicates natural frequency peaks for the 
quasi-periodic three-ribbed plate system with a clamped rib condition. The two driving point 
frequency response functions shown in Figure 10, has peaks which match Figure 9 exactly. 
The reason peaks appear in pairs in Figure 9 comes from the fact that two bays have slightly 
different natural frequencies because of different span length. Also, perfect decoupling of the 
spans due to the clamped ribs is indicated in Figure 10. Accordingly, a certain mode shape can 
be obtained by calculating the derived displacement response function at a corresponding 
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Figure 9. Transfer frequency response function for the quasi-periodic three-ribbed plate in 
vacuo due to a IN/m line force applied at XQ = -0.1m, response at x = 0.1m. 
Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. Ribs at x: -0.31m, 0.0m, +03m. 
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Figure 10. Driving point frequency response functions for the quasi-periodic three-ribbed 
plate in vacuo due to a line force excitation. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
Ribs at X: -0.31m, 0.0m, +0.3m. 
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natural frequency. The first four mode shapes are computed and presented using standing 
wave amplitudes as shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. Obviously, the lower frequency in 
each pair of peaks corresponds to the mode with predominant motion of the bay with the longer 
span length. 
That one may expect a totally different behavior for the same system submerged in water is 
indeed confirmed as follows. Figure 13 shows two driving point frequency response 
functions for the quasi-periodic three-ribbed plate in water, due to an identical line force. 
Paired peak behavior occurs, that when compared with Figure 10 demonstrates that coupling 
by the heavier fluid medium (water vs air) introduces greater excitation of the neighboring 
span. It is interesting to note in Figure 14 for a periodic three-ribbed plate in water that even 
though the two spans of a periodic three-ribbed plate have the same lengdi, pairs of resonant 
frequency peaks occur due to coupling arising from the fluid medium. Also, neither of the 
resonant frequency pair peaks simply coincide with the higher frequency of peak pairs in 
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Figure 11. Mode shapes of 1st and 2nd natural frequency for the quasi-periodic three-ribbed 
plate in vacuo. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
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Figure 12. Mode shapes of 3rd and 4th natural frequency for the quasi-periodic three-ribbed 
plate in vacuo. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
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Figure 13. Driving point frequency response functions for the quasi-periodic three-ribbed 
plate in water due to a Une force excitation. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
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Figure 14. Frequency response functions for the periodic three-ribbed plate in water due to a 
line force excitation. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
Figure 13, which has the same span length (e.g.: 191 and 205Hz vs 201Hz). The first two 
peaks for periodic (at 39 and 55Hz) and quasi-periodic (at 37 and 53Hz) three-ribbed plate 
systems present themselves in Figure 15 as the four peaks in the first group, and are shown in 
Figure 16 and Figure 17 respectively. In all four cases, excitation is a line force applied at XQ = 
40.1m. Quite a significant difference between the mode shapes in vacuo and in water is 
detected. The quasi-periodic case still maintains the character that the lower frequency in peak 
pairs is tiie natural frequency for the bay with a longer span length. However, the shorter bay 
has much greater relative motion compared with the in vacuo case. Moreover, the plate at the 
region outside of the three-ribbed span (-0.31m to +0.3m) has apparentiy induced motion even 
with the line force applied at a location (XQ = +0.1m) within a bay bounded by two clamped 
ribs. Another interesting result is the character of mode shapes in the periodic case shows tiiat 
it is not necessary for a bay to have larger motion on account of the excitation within that bay. 
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Figure 15. Driving point frequency response functions for the periodic and quasi-periodic 
three-ribbed plate in water due to a line force excitation. Ribbed plate loss 
factor = 0.02. 
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Figure 16. Mode shapes of 1st natural frequency for the periodic and quasi-periodic three-
ribbed plates in water. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. Excitation at xo = +0.1m. 
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Figure 17. Mode shapes of 2nd natural frequency for the periodic and quasi-periodic three-
ribbed plates in water. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. Excitation at XQ = +0.1m. 
All those distinctive behaviors result from the important coupling effect that water provides. 
One can test for a true modal response by shifting the excitation to another location and 
comparing displacement shapes. If the structure is excited off resonance, for instance at 45Hz, 
and the location of the line force is moved from 0.1m to 0.22m, the structural displacement 
response changes as illustrated in Figure 18. The normalized displacement shape is preserved 
for a resonant excitation regardless of excitation location, like at a frequency of SSHz as shown 
in Figure 19. 
The point force excitation on a three-ribbed plate is expected to cause a response similar to a 
line force along the x-direction. To make computational work easy, the in vacuo mode shapes 
for the first two peaks that appear in Figure 7 are shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21 
respectively. If one extracts out the part of the 1st mode shape along y = Om in Figure 20 and 
compares this with the 1st mode shape due to the line force excitation as shown in Figure 11, 
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Figure 18. Displacement responses of the periodic three-ribbed plate due to a line force 
excited at different locations with same frequency 45Hz. Ribbed plate loss 
factor = 0.02. 
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Figure 19. Normalized mode shapes of the periodic three-ribbed plate due to a line force 
excited at different locations witii natural frequency 55Hz. Ribbed plate loss 
factor = 0.02. 
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3-rib plate in vacuo;IN pt. force 197Hz0O.lm 
Figure 20. Mode shape of 1st natural frequency for the quasi-periodic three-ribbed plate due 
to a point force excited at (XQ, yo) = (0.1,0)m with natural frequency 197Hz. 
Ribbed plate loss factor =0.02. 
3-rib plate in vacuo;IN pt. force S45HZ00.1D 
Figure 21. Mode shape of 2nd natural frequency for the quasi-periodic three-ribbed plate due 
to a point force excited at (XQ, yo) = (0.1,0)m with natural frequency 545Hz. 
Ribbed plate loss factor =0.02. 
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Figure 22. Mode shape comparison between a point force excited at (XQ, yo) = (0.1,0)m and 
a line force excited at XQ = 0.1m on the quasi-periodic three-ribbW plate in 
vacuo with the 1st natu^ frequency, ^bbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
the comparison presented in Figure 22 not only agrees with the expectations, but also explains 
why the point force case gives more precise natural frequency estimation than the line force 
case does. As mode shapes depict, the point force excitation has larger displacement ratio 
between the resonating bay and the off-resonating bay than the line force excitation does. This 
approaches to the analytical simulation for the clamped ribs in which all motion occurs in the 
excited resonating bay. 
2. Structural intensity Structural intensity responses are briefly investigated with 
the fluid including in vacuo and in water cases, and the rib including regular and clamped case. 
Figure 23 shows the structural intensity response of a two-ribbed plate in water, which can be 
compared with Figure 8, the stiuctural intensity response in vacuo and in air. As expected, due 
to the heavier fluid loading, a smaller response is realized; but the fluid helps the energy extend 
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Figure 23 Structural intensity response on a two-ribbed plate in water due to a IN/m, 292Hz, 
wavenumber ky = 0[l/m] line force applied at xo = 0.1m. Ribbed plate loss 
factor = 0.02. Ribs at x = +0.2m, -0.2m. 
over the rib (x = 0.2m) to cause an increased response. The figures differ in that now, a peak 
in the active part of the response shows up near the force location; similarly, the force and rib 
locations can be correctly identified &om the active and reactive responses. 
The clamped quasi-periodic three-ribbed plate system is used again to see the fluid loading 
coupling effect due to water altering the structural intensity response. The results shown in 
Figure 24 and Figure 25 are obtained at the frequency selected from the 1st peak shown in 
Figure 10 and Figure 13 respectively. In vacuo, the active structural intensity is confined 
totally within the bay having the line force excitation; in water, large response occurs at the 
same bay but the active structural intensity extends the response to the neighboring bay and has 
slight decreases in magnitude at the rib locations. 
The comparisons executed both on mode shapes and on structural intensity responses 
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Figure 24. Active structural intensity response of the quasi-periodic three-ribbed plate in 
vacuo due to a IN/m, 183Hz, wavenumber ky = 0[l/m] line force applied at xo 
-0.1m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
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Figure 25. Active structural intensity response of the quasi-periodic three-ribbed plate in 
water due to a IN/m, 37Hz, wavenumber KY = 0[l/m] line force applied at XQ = 
-0.1m. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. 
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between in vacuo and in water cases provide enough basic knowledge for a topic to be 
developed in a later paper, mode localization phenomenon. 
Conclusions 
Expressions were derived by adopting the Fourier transform method and some basic matrix 
operations for the vibrational response of a multiple-ribbed infinite plate with fluid loading due 
to an excitation, line or point force, applied to the ribbed plate in the physical domain. With 
successful verification of the model and the numerical scheme, solutions were rendered and 
confirmed with literature solutions, and the author's prior single rib solutions. The negligible 
fluid loading assumption made in the author's prior results was convincingly presented as a 
limiting case of light fluid loading. 
The accuracy of the mathematical model presented was demonstrated with precise estimates 
of natural firequencies and mode shapes. Clamped rib on plates in vacuo decouples responses 
in different bays. However, water fluid loading reduces the decoupling effect between tiie 
motion of bays. The decoupling effect is so significant that it even overcomes the clamped 
conditions and extends the response to adjacent bays. 
Structural intensity in the plate was shown to provide an excellent tool for identification of 
force and rib positions even witii water fluid loading. As expected for heavier fluid loading, 
the structural intensity response was extended to adjacent bays with transfer of energy 
propagating through the fluid. This was not the case for a light fluid. In vacuo, the structural 
intensity was entirely confined by the clamped conditions within the bay where the line force 
acted. 
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PAPER IV. 
ACOUSTIC RESPONSES OF A MULTIPLE-RIBBED INFINITE 
PLATE: PRESSURE AND POWER 
120 
ABSTRACT 
The vibrational responses for a multiple-ribbed, infinite plate in water due to an external 
excitation was developed in an earlier paper [1]. The resulting displacement response functions 
and a method that was applied to single-ribbed plate in earlier work [2] are combined to obtain 
general three-dimensional nearfield and farfield acoustic responses for a multiple-ribbed plate 
system. The pressure response to either a line force or a point force plate excitation with 
negligible fluid loading are verified through a comparison with results in reference [2]. Current 
results are also compared with published data for acoustic responses radiated by a plate in 
water in the farfield. On-axis farfield pressure responses radiated fix)m multiple ribbed plates 
in water agree with literature's results. Using the current model both in air and in water, 
farfield acoustic radiated power are corroborated with other author's solutions for 
homogeneous and single-ribbed plates as well. Many useful farfield pressure radiation patterns 
shown in three-dimensional plots are presented and discussed. 
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ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
The interaction of sound with rib-reinforced plates has been an interesting problem of 
considerable attention for many decades. Maidanik and Kerwin [3] investigated acoustic 
radiation from a multiple-ribbed plate with fluid-loading due to a point force. Romanov [4] 
first managed to analyze the influence of reinforcing beams on the acoustic radiation of an 
infinite plate driven by random line forces acting between the beams. He then approximated 
numerical computations analytically at high frequencies and extended his work to the 
investigation of acoustic radiation from a finite set of beams on an infinite plate driven by a 
point force [5]. Feit and Saurenman [6] also simplified the numerical task needed for the 
solution by adopting an approximation valid at high-firequencies before analyzing the acoustic 
radiation from beam-stiffened plates due to a point force excitation. Garrelick and Lin [7] 
interpreted the acoustic radiation patterns from point force excited beam stiffened fluid loaded 
plates in terms of the relative phase of the beam-plate interaction forces. These same authors 
[8] also considered die effect of the number of frames (interconnected discrete beams) on the 
on-axis pressure radiated by a point force excited, fluid loaded, frame stiffened plate. Gorman 
[9] analyzed acoustic radiation from an infinite plate reinforced by a finite number of infinitely 
long line discontinuities, which were simulated with transverse and rotatory impedances, and 
excited by a line force parallel to those line discontinuities. 
Cray [10] investigated die nearfield and farfield sound radiation from a line driven fluid 
loaded infinite flat plate having periodic and non-periodic attached rib stitffeners with 
translational force reactions. For the special case of periodic rib spacing, he used Mace's work 
[11] to verify the on-axis farfield pressure due to a point force excited halfway between two 
adjacent ribs by changing his line-force expansion solution to a point-force expansion solution. 
Mace [12,13] later undertook the problem of an infinite plate reinforced by periodic line 
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stiffeners, which include both force and moment reactions (i.e., stiffeners with both 
translational and rotational stifftiess), on a plate subjected to different types of time harmonic 
external excitation, including a plane wave pressure and a line or point force. 
The current work presents an extension of the solutions from [2], modeling the acoustic 
responses of single-ribbed plates in air, to multiple-ribbed plates in any fluid medium. In 
particular, this work confirms the pressure and power responses for the case of multiple-ribbed 
plates in water, and then compares and reemphasizes the pressure patterns for the case of 
homogeneous and single-ribbed plates in air and in water. 
A. Formulation of acoustic pressure response 
The acoustic pressure response is obtained by using the relationship between the acoustic 
and displacement responses in the wavenumber domain. The inverse Fourier transform of this 
relationship yields 
Second, recall the integral functions G(xn,%,Hy) and H(x^,XQ,ny) with the argument Xq 
referring to rib locations, XQ to location of applied external force, and to wavenumber in the 
y direction of the external pressure. Finally, have a derived inverse matrix Bmj (m, j =1,2,.., 
n; n: rib number). Those are all defined in [1]. Then for a line force excitation, a similar 
approach to the one taken in [2] (but with a more complicated handling to accommodate 
multiple ribs) results in the transformed displacement response as 
ir Matliematical Analysis 
"PQ" w(a,p) e"'(o*+ Py)e'lz dadp [N/m^]. 
i\l 
(1) 
First, recognize the following definitions 
2 " 
n(a,P) = V a2+g2_ 2 and ft)(a,p) = [( c? + p^) . Q4 . L _] . 
Vc?+ P^ -
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w/(a,p) = ? %(a,Ky) ÔO - ny) {ei=% 
G(xi,%(),|iy)Bii G(xi,%,}iy)B2 1 G(xi,J!o.My)B2n 1 
2n 
2 
elements 
of matrix 
e-iaxi 
e-iax2 
g-iotXn 
G(Xo,X0,Hy)Bin G(%,%,Hy)B2 n G(Xn,^,ji.y)B2n n 
-iH(xi,So,M.y)Bin+l -iH(xi,%,Hy)B2 n+l .-iH(xi,%,Hy)B2n n+1 
-iH(3^,5!0,(iy)Bi2n -iH(%,Xo,^y)B2 2n -iH(%,%,Hy)B2n 2n . 2nx2n 
ae" axi (2) 
(2g-iaXn-1 
dg-iaxn 2nxl 
Substituting equation (2) into equation (1), one achieves the pressure response suitable for 
nearfield and farfîeld calculation as 
n 
p/(x,y,z) = (-^L_) (-po(o2/2)e-i|iyy 
2nD^) 
^G(xi,%,}iy)Bii G(xi,%,Hy)B2 1 G(xi,%,Hy)B2n 1 
2n 
2 
elements 
of matrix 
G(%,3Q,py)Bin G(Xn,so,iiy)B2 n G(Xn,Xoip.y)B2n n 
-iH(xi,So,My)Bin+l -iH(xi,Xo,Hy)B2 n+l .-iH(xi,xo,Hy)B2n n+1 
-iH(^,X0,My)Bi2n -iH(%,XQ,|iy)% 2n -iH(Xn,)ib,Hy)B2n 2n 2nx2n 
e-ia(w - XI) 
e-ia(TO - X2) 
e-ia(jD - %) 
„e-ia(xo - xi) 
\cte-i«(*0 - %)/ 2nxl 
} g-nz eria(x - w) da. (3) 
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Similarly, for a point force excitation the transformed displacement response can be derived as 
^(a,p) = ^  (M) Po(a.p) eiPyo 
G(xi,*o.Hy)B2 I G(Xi,Xo,liy)B2n 1 
2n 
2 
elements 
of matrix 
e-iaxi 
g-iaxn 
X { * 
G(Xn,XQ,py)B2 n G(%,XQ,Hy)B2n n 
-iH(xi,%,|iy)Bin+l -iH(xi,%,My)B2 n+i...-iH(xi,3!o,|iy)B2n n+1 
-iH(xh,X(),^^)Bi2ii -iH(xh,)(o,Hy)B2 2n -iH(^,Xo,Hy)B2n 2n 2nx2n 
\„e-iaxn/ 2nxl 
Substituting equation (4) into equation (1), one achieves the pressure response as 
(4) 
roo ri 
Pp(x,y,z) = 
j-OO J-( 
fo(«.p) {1 
4n^Dp -oo -oo ^ 
G(xi,%,Hy)Bii G(xi,Jio,fiy)B2 1 G(xi ,%,|iy)B2n 1 
2n  
I 
elements 
of matrix 
G(%,%,Hy)Bin G(:%,%,Hy)B2 n G(%,%,;iy)B2n n 
-iH(xi,%,Hy)Bin+l -iH(xi,%,My)B2 n+1 .-iH(xi,%,Hy)B2n n+1 
-iH(:^,3iiO,liy)Bi2n -iH(%,)io,^iy)B2 2n -iH(%h,xo,Hy)B2n 2n . 
e-ia(^ - XI) 
e-ia(w - X2) 
2nx2n 
e-ia(SB - %) 
^ ) Qe-ia(%o - XI ) 
>Qg-ia(XD - Xa)/ 
} e-nz ' %) e-'P(y " w> da dp. (5) 
2nxl 
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Theoretically, to obtain the nearfield pressure response one could solve equation (5) using a 
numerical approach to perform the required integration. However, this would be time-
consuming because of the integration in tiie elements of die square matrix and the double 
integration in the final solution of equation (5). Although in previous work [2], tins problem 
was solved for a single-ribbed plate, solving for the pressure response of a multiple-ribbed 
plate is significanfly more difficult and becomes impractical due to the larger matrix dimension 
needed to account for the rib number. Therefore, effort in the present work focuses on solving 
for just the farfield pressure by using the stationary phase method, as was done in [2]. In 
brief, equation (5) after a standard spherical coordinate transformation turns out to be 
Pp(R,(l),0) = -^(-Poo)2/2) 
An^Dp 
4»(a,p) eMa,P) dadp , 
where 
V(a,P) = -R(a sin 0 cos (|> + p sin 6 sin ()> + cos 0) with s 
and 
4>(a,P) = • 1 
VMO^ - - P2 -LL 
{1 
2n 
z 
elements 
of matrix 
G(xi,%,P)Bn(P) G(xi,Xo,P)B21(P) GCxj,%,P)B2nl(P) 
G(Xn>*0>P)®ln(P) G(*n>Xo>P)B2n(P) G(Xo,Xi[),P)B2nn(P) 
-iH(xi,Xo,P)Bin+l(P) -iH(xi,xo,P)B2n+l(P)...-iH(xi,Xo,P)B2nn+l(P) 
L -iH(%,%,p)Bi2n(P) -iH(%,%,P)B22n(P) -iH(xa,%,P)B2n2n(P) 
e-ia(JD - xi) ' 
e-ia(w - %) 
e-ia(X9 - Xn) 
„e-ia(xo - xi) 
\„e-ia(w - Xn)/ 2nxl 
2nx2n 
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Stationary phase method [14] gives the stationary phase point at 
av(a,P)_0 
da  
' og = (jg sin 9 cos (t>, Po = 1^0 sin 0 sin (Ji, 
which consequently gives 
V(ao,Po) = -HO R andD(ao,Po) = a^W(a,p)i a^V(a,g) a^V(a,p) 
aaap 
.(% COS 0). 
ô^a J a = ao, P = Po 
< 0, i.e., pick up for ± i2jr in I, which is 
defined as 
^ _ ± i2n «ï>(ao,pn) e''P<«o»Po) 
|D(ao,Pof'^ 
Finally, one arrives at the farfield pressure response due to a point force excitation as 
Pp(R,e^) = 3L (.p,.2,2) cW BLî^e {I. 
^ % COS 9 (po^sin^ 0 - £2"^) - L. 
i 
G(xi,)io,p)Bii(P) G(xi,XO,P)B2I(P) G(xi,xo,P)%nl(P) 
G(^i^>P)BinO) G(*n»^iP)®2n(P) G(Xn,So,P)B2nn(P) 
-iH(xi,3!o,p)Bin+l(P) -iH(xi,3iio,P)B2n+l(P)...-iH(xi,:*0,P)B2nn+l(P) 
2n 
2 
elements 
of matrix 
L -iH(^,Jo,p)Bi2n(P) -iH(xh,%,P)B22n(P) -iH(Xn,Xio,P)B2n2n(P) J 2nx2n 
e-ia(JD - xi) 
e-ia(% - X2) 
I e-ia(xo - %) 
- x i ) l  },Wltila = c<o,p=ft).  
\„e-ia(w - %)/ 2nxl 
(6) 
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Immediately, one is able to formulate the farfield acoustic radiated power using a surface 
integral by first integrating the product of the magnitude squared of equation (6) and sin 9 for 
the angle 8 varying from 0 to S- and the angle (|) from 0 to 2n  respectively, then multiplying with 
2 
2poCo 
II. Numerical Results and Discussions 
A. Verification of the mathematical model 
Nearfield and farfield acoustic pressure responses with negligible fluid loading due to a line 
force applied on a single-ribbed plate can be verified with results in [2]. Farfield acoustic 
radiated pressure and power in water due to a point force applied on a multiple-ribbed plate can 
be compared with results in the literature. 
1. Acoustic pressure response due to a line or point force The acoustic 
pressure responses of a line force are numerically evaluated according to equation (3) in the 
nearfield and farfield. Figure 1 and Figure 2 agree with previous in air results [2] for the 
acoustic pressure responses of a single-ribbed plate in the nearfield and farfield, respectively, 
under a line force excitation. 
For an identical single-ribbed plate system subject to an identical line force but submerged 
in water, the results are completely different tiian tiie in air results. Figure 3 presents the 
results for the nearfield acoustic pressure response which, when compared with Figure 1, 
indicate the nearfield response in water has larger response than the response in air, and has a 
different spatial distribution. Unlike the in air response, the in water response gives an almost 
symmetrical pattern about the line force location with a tendency to ignore the existence of the 
rib. Similarly, the farfield acoustic pressure response in water shown in Figure 4 indicates an 
increased response amplitude relative to the response in air. Although the bell shape pattern 
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Figure 1. On surface acoustic pressure response of a single-ribbed plate in air with a IN/m, 
292Hz, and wavenumber ky = 0[l/m] line force applied at XQ = 0.1m. Ribbed 
plate loss factor = 0.02. Rib at x = Om. 
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Figure 2. Farfield acoustic pressure response at * = 90 of a single-ribbed plate in air with a 
IN/m, 292Hz, and wavenumber ky = 0[l/m] line force applied to the rib. Ribbed 
plate loss factor = 0.02. Rib at x = Om. 
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Figure 4. Farfield acoustic pressure response at * = 90 of a single-ribbed plate in water with 
a IN/m, 292Hz, and wavenumber ky = 0[l/m] line force applied to the rib. 
Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. Rib at x = Om. 
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remains unchanged at cj) = 90 , die in water response also possesses larger response at 8 = 90°, 
i.e., on the ribbed-plate surface, than the in air response does. 
A three-dimensional plot is used to show the farfield pressure patterns in Figure 5 for 
single-ribbed plates both in air and in water. Evidently, for both cases the pressure patterns 
turn from hemi-circle into bell shape gradually when the observation angle relative to the rib 
goes from * = 0 to * = 90 . The spiky points on the ribbed plate in water plot are caused by 
numerical error. Based on results for the point force excitation of a single-ribbed plate in air 
[2], the patterns should be expected to change drastically if the line force is shifted away from 
the rib. 
This formulation applied to the identical single-ribbed plate system used in [2] and 
subjected to a point force excitation produces the in air pressure pattern shown in Figure 6, 
which matches results shown in [2]. In Figure 7 at the same frequency, water significantly 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5. Farfield acoustic pressure patterns of a single-ribbed plate with a IN/m, 292Hz, 
and wavenumber 1^ = 0[l/m] line force applied to the rib (a) in air; (b) in water. 
Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. Rib at x = Om. 
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modifies the farfield pressure patterns even for the case of a point force applied to the rib. 
Focusing on the responses for the homogeneous plate in both Figures 6 and 7, one easily 
distinguishes a monopole radiation pattern, a hemi-circle shape, for the plate in air; while in 
contrast, a dipole radiation pattern, a circle shape, appears for the plate in water. The 
conclusions here are consistent with the statements given in [IS] for frequencies below the 
coincidence frequency. As expected, in a three-dimensional plot a spherical ball shaped 
radiation pattern is also valid for the single-ribbed plate in water due to an excitation on the rib 
as presented in Figure 8. This can be compared with Figure 14 in [2] showing the response for 
the same system in air. At this point, one has successfully verified the derived solutions with 
the prior results and accomplished the inclusion of water fluid loading in the model by using a 
direct numerical integration scheme. 
The on-axis farfield pressure responses to a point force excitation of a multiple-ribbed plate 
Figure 8. Farfield acoustic pressure pattern of a single-ribbed plate in water with a 5.2N, 
292Hz point force applied to the rib. Ribbed plate loss factor = 0.02. Rib at x = 
Om. 
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submerged in water are compared with literature's results [6] as follows; 
rib geometry: cross-sectional area = 2hp2, hp = 1" (2.54e-2m) 
radius of gyration = 2hp, i.e., area moment of inertia = 8hp4 
rib and plate material: steel, density = 7549kg/m3, Poisson ratio = 028, Young's 
modulus = 1825elON/m2, Shear modulus = 8.0el0N/m^ 
rib and plate loss factor = 0.05 
rib arrangement: refer to the sketch in each case 
water: density = 998kg/m3, sound speed = 1481m/sec 
Case 1: single-ribbed plate excited by a point force at: (a) a distance d = 4hp 
hp rc±i F 
3. 
d = 4 hp 
(a) 
and (b) on the rib 
n 
(b) 
Case 2: double-ribbed plate excited by a point force midway between ribs 
1 
T 
d = 4hp 
v 
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Case 3: three-ribbed plate excited by a point force at the middle rib 
r 
A-n:±=rh±=rL^ ... 
^ 
The results to be presented are in non-dimensional form for the above cases. The vertical scale 
shows the on-axis pressure ratio between the calculated response and the homogeneous plate in 
air response % =——, whereas the horizontal scale shows the frequency ratio with 
2nRhpPp 
respect to the homogeneous plate coincidence frequency. As depicted in Figure 9 and 
Figure 10, one obtains excellent comparisons with the literature's results. Also, one learns 
from an argument made by the authors [6], that fluctuations contained in the responses come 
from the plate's structural resonances. Comparing the results for the same system in air, 
shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 in [2], with the results in water shown in Figure 9, it is evident 
that the increased fluid loading in water has a significant mass loading effect on the response 
below the coincidence frequency, causing a maximum response reduction of about 20db at 
extremely low frequencies. 
Additional comparisons are made with literature's results [8] using different parameters as 
follows: 
rib geometry: cross-sectional area = 16hp2, hp = 1" (2.54e-2m) 
area moment of inertia = ^ • polar mass moment of inertia 
3 
rib and plate loss factor = 0.1 
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Case 4: double-ribbed plate excited by a point force midway between ribs 
d . F d 
unztzzTL 
^  I  d =  8hp  
Case 5: four-ribbed plate excited by a point force midway between the two inner 
ribs 
d/2 F d/2 
Exceptional verifications are achieved as shown in Figure 11. To relate Figure 11 and Figure 9 
just for the double-ribbed cases, one can understand that the rib spacing plays a more important 
role than the rib number does. Like the authors [8] stated, the above two cases converge at 
high frequencies and even at low frequencies the results appear to be phenomenologically 
similar. 
2. Acoustic power response due to a point force The acoustic power 
calculations can be quickly verified with the approximated low frequency solutions provided in 
[15] for a homogeneous plate in ligljt fluid loading with f < fc (fg: coincidence fiequency) 
Ilacoustic • ^ -, where % : fluid density, cq: sound speed in fluid, m»: plate surface 
4rtcomp2 
density, |l^|; point force amplitude; 
and in heavy fluid loading with f < fc 
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Figure 11. On-axis farfïeld acoustic pressure verifications for Case 4 and Case 5. (Data from 
[8] not shown). 
Hacoustic I 
(0 
-, where wiangular frequency. 
12m%co3 
From the current calculation, one obtains the acoustic power 9.968e-5 [watt] radiated from an 
infinite aluminum plate with a 1/8" thickness in air due to a 52N, 292Hz point force excitation. 
The given approximated solution estimates a power of 1.033e-4 [watt]. For the same situation 
in water, the calculated power of 7.447e-7 [watt] matches tiie given solution, which also 
predicts a power of 7.447e-7 [watt]. 
Verifications are carried out on a point force excited single-ribbed plate in water, with 
excitation applied on die rib, in order to be compared with the results in [7]. The input 
mechanical power is defined as 
Ilmechanical 
power 16VmpD|, 
:, where Dp: plate flexural rigidity. It is frequency independent. 
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The ratio of the radiated acoustic power to the input mechanical power versus the ratio of 
frequency with respect to the coincidence frequency is shown in Figure 12. Following the 
definitions given in [7], one has 
r • where %:hb density, Ab^xAbz^nb cross-sectional area. 
In Figure 12, two different thickness homogeneous plates show exactly the same ratio curve. 
For the same rib area to plate thickness ratios, q2, on two single-ribbed plates, reasonably, the 
one with a larger stiffness gamma appears as a lower ratio curve, i.e., it produces less 
normalized radiated power. Calculating the responses for identical rib parameters to those used 
in [7], with the addition of loss factor in ribbed plate to the analysis one acquires comparable 
curves. Also, the effect of force location on the radiated acoustic power is investigated. 
Figure 13 illustrates that when tiie force is applied away from the rib the radiated power is 
greater than with the force applied on the rib and with increasing distance from the rib, radiated 
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Figure 12. Power ratio verifications for different rib parameters. (Data from [7] not shown). 
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power approaches the power radiated from the homogeneous plate. 
3. Acoustic power calculation and radiation pattern Acoustic power 
calculations and three-dimensional pressure patterns are readily extended to include analysis of 
homogeneous and single-ribbed plates. Three discrete frequencies below coincidence, at 
coincidence, and above coincidence are selected for analysis. Table 1 shows the calculated 
results for the acoustic power radiated from plates in air and in water due to a S2N point force 
excited at 292Hz, an extremely low frequency compared to the plate coincidence of 3881Hz. 
From Table 1, one recognizes that the radiated power decreases several orders of 
magnitude from the in air case to the in water case. The rib provides noticeable power 
reduction, about 5.5 and 9% below that radiated from a homogeneous plate, as expected when 
the force is applied directiy on the rib. Interestingly, the rib seems to behave as an acoustic 
energy source when the force is applied away from the rib, and increases the radiated power 
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Table 1. Acoustic power calculation for plates due to a 5.2N 292Hz point force excitation. 
acoustic power [watt] acoustic power [watt] acoustic power ratio% 
in air in water in waterx 100% /in air 
Homogeneous plate 9.968e-5 7.447e-7 0.747 
Single-ribbed plate 
with force on the rib 
9.073e-5 7.073e-7 0.780 
Single-ribbed plate 
with force Im away 
from the rib 
1.118e-4 
about 12% above the power radiated by a homogeneous plate. 
Power calculations at various excitation frequencies for a homogeneous plate in air and in 
water, and for a single-ribbed plate in air are listed in Table 2. While fg represents the 
undamped coincidence frequency, fg* stands for the true or damped peak frequency. Unlike 
the in air case, radiated acoustic power which has a peak at the frequency f^* for both the 
homogeneous and single-ribbed plates, the in water case has no peak in the radiated power at 
the coincidence frequency but just increases monotonously with increasing frequency. This 
Table 2. Acoustic power calculation for plates due to a 5.2N point force excited at the origin 
with different frequencies. 
Homogeneous plate acoustic power [watt] 
Single-ribbed plate acoustic 
power [watt] 
frequency Hz in air frequency Hz in water frequency Hz in air 
752.14(0.2fc) 1.060e-4 1402 (0.02fc) 1.715e-5 752.14(0.2fc) 4.975e-5 
3760.7 (fc) 7.233e-3 14022 (02fc) 1.492e-3 3760.7 (fc) 5.785e-4 
3881 (fc*) 1.199e-2 70112 (fc) 1.537e-2 3881 (fc*) 9.338e-4 
7521.4 (2fc) 2.672e-3 140224 (2fc) 3.550e-2 7521.4 (2fc) 1.577e-4 
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can be observed in Figure 12 which has a continuous curve presentation. 
Figure 14 compares the patterns for the single-ribbed plate between the in water case at 
0.02fc, 0.2fc, fc, and 2fc frequencies and the in air case at 0.2fc, fc, and 2fc frequencies. As 
expected, the water fluid loading changes the pressure patterns significantly except at the 
frequency 0.2fc where a similarity seems to exist although two frequencies differ in reality. 
Similarly, Figure 15 compares the patterns for a homogeneous plate between the in water case 
at 0.2fc, fc, and 2fc frequencies and the in air case at 0.2fc, fc, fc*, and 2fc ftequencies. At the 
lowest fiequency, 0.2fc, monopole and dipole patterns are distinctively presented for the in air 
case and in water case respectively. The patterns are axially symmetric for the homogeneous 
plate, so one may cut any plane to see a two-dimensional pattern as shown in Figure 16 and 
Figure 17 for the in water and in air cases respectively. A comparable result can be found in 
[16] with thick plate theory implemented for Figure 16. Finally, Figure 18 compares two 
patterns radiated from the single-ribbed plate in air due to a 5.2N 3881Hz (fc*: peak frequency) 
point force excited on the rib (with a calculated power of 9.338e-4 [watt]) and Im away from 
the rib (with a calculated power of 1,166e-2 [watt]) respectively. 
Conclusions 
Expressions were formulated for the acoustic pressure responses of an infinite, multiple-
ribbed plate with fluid loading due to a line or point force applied to the ribbed plate in the 
physical domain. 
The water fluid loading was successfully incorporated into the model by using a direct 
numerical integration scheme. For a line force excitation, the nearfield and farfield acoustic 
pressure responses were solved directly from the numerical scheme presented. The farfield 
acoustic pressure response from a point force excitation was accomplished with the stationary 
phase method. Precise acoustic power calculations showed that the numerical scheme provides 
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Figure 14. Radiation pattern comparisons for the single-ribbed plate (a) in water, (b) in air. 
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Figure 15. Radiation pattern comparisons for the homogeneous plate (a) in water, (b) in air. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 18. Radiation pattern comparison for the single-ribbed plate in air with a 52N, 
3881Hz point force applied (a) on the rib, (b) Im away from the rib. 
satisfactory results and the model predicts expected behaviors. 
Numerical difficulty in applying the direct integration scheme still remains for the nearfield 
acoustic pressure response to a point force. Fluid loading is a crucial condition that causes this 
difficulty. In addition, Ihe inclusion of increased number of ribs can make the problem become 
much more difficult to solve. For instance, even for a single-ribbed plate in water, the farfield 
acoustic power calculation could not be concluded within several hours on a DEC 3000 
workstation. 
It is critical to distinguish between ribbed plate excitations that are applied directly on the rib 
and those applied away from the rib. If the force location is on the rib, the rib causes a 
response reduction in both the acoustic pressure and power compared to that radiated from a 
homogeneous plate ; however, if the force location is away from the rib, the acoustic power 
could increase to a level comparable to that radiated from a homogeneous plate. 
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Most prior work used a view along a two-dimensional plane to investigate the pressure 
pattern for the radiated sound field. In the work, presented the whole picture of a three-
dimensional pressure pattern is generated, which is especially beneficial when the response 
not an axis symmetric pattern. Based upon the three-dimensional pressure pattern, a 
conversion to directivity pattern of the radiated sound field in three-dimensional is 
straightforward and might be useful. 
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PAPER V. 
MODE LOCALIZATION PHENOMENA ANALYSIS ON INFINITE 
RIBBED PLATES AND FINITE STIFFENED BEAMS 
150 
ABSTRACT 
An analysis of the mode localization phenomena is presented for nonperiodic structural 
systems including infinite ribbed plates and finite stiffened beams. For infinite periodic ribbed-
plates there exist passbands of frequencies for which vibrations propagate extensively 
throughout the structure. However, the introduction of disorder to rib spacings or material 
property disables the propagation of vibrations to arbitrarily large distances and confines 
vibrations within a region close to the excitation force. Inertance transfer functions and 
vibrational responses for multiple-ribbed plates with fluid loading due to line force excitations 
arc used to investigate the passband, stopband, and localization phenomena. Also, for finite 
stiffened beams with various end conditions, a transfer matrix method is adopted to investigate 
localization of &ee modes of vibration. Moreover, an experiment is performed to verify the 
existence of localized modes for disordered two-span stiffened beams. For completeness, 
acoustic responses are presented for some specific cases of both stiuctural systems. 
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ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Introduction 
In modeling a periodic structure, one assumes the idealized case of a regular spatial 
distribution of ribs or stiffeners and homogeneous properties throughout the whole system. It 
is well understood that the response character of a periodic structural system has frequency 
passbands and stopbands. Each passband is constructed of a cluster of frequencies close to 
individual span's uncoupled resonance frequency, assuming the spans are weakly coupled. 
If one allows disorder in the system by making random and/or small deviations in the rib 
spatial regularity or in the homogeneity of material properties, the character of the mode shapes 
changes. If weak coupling between spans is present, the effect of the disorder becomes 
obvious as mode localization occurs. In this case, one sees that the effect of disorder is to 
reduce that transmission of vibratory wave energy along the original wave propagation path. 
The phenomenon has been named Anderson localization [2] or confinement of vibrations in 
acoustical and vibrational literature in recent decades. Typical one-dimensional dynamic 
structures that have been used for interpreting this phenomenon are coupled pendula, stretched 
vibrating strings, or bending beams with attachments like mass and spring consti:aints. 
Summing up results of a survey carried out on the extensive literature, the related topics are 
categorized into the following subtopics for tracing back the contributions from each author. 
1.1. Periodic structures A variety of analysis methods have been undertaken to 
examine periodic structures by many authors. An early work on the determination of natural 
frequencies and mode shapes for a continuous beam on uniform elastic supports was 
investigated by Lin [3], who treated the formulated difference equations algebraically and then 
solved them for a non-trivial solution. In a series of papers by Lin and McDaniel [4] and Lin 
and Donaldson [5], the authors used the transfer matrix method to analyze the dynamic 
behavior of beams and aircraft panels witii supporting stiingers. 
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An enormous amount of work on the analysis of the free wave propagation in periodically 
supported structures has been accomplished by Mead in a series of papers [6-11]. One of the 
most important properties of free wave propagation in periodic structures has been taken care 
of by the Roquet's theory. Gupta [12] followed the same concept of a complex "propagation 
constant", utilizing knowledge of the propagation of waves in a periodic structure based on a 
method originated by Brillouin [13], which he then extended to flexural systems governed by 
fourth-order differential equations. In a recent work by Zhang and Zhang [14], results based 
on the identical theory are presented for further study of the reduction of vibrational energy 
flow in a periodically supported beam. 
Heckl [15] used admittance transfer functions to analyze vibration reduction experimentally 
on a simulated infinite plate with a finite number of periodic beams. A similar work using a 
numerical approach for analysis of vibration reduction in an infinite plate with a finite set of 
parallel beams was presented by Glushkov and Kuz'michev [16]. Dowell [17] used an 
example of plate with beam stiffeners to conduct his component mode synthesis on the free 
vibrations of an arbitrary structure. Azimi, Hamilton, and Soedel [18] employed the receptance 
method [19] to analyze the free vibrations of continuous rectangular plates with parallel line 
simple iimer supports. In another paper by WUken and Soedel [20], the same method is 
applied to examine the modal characteristics of periodic ring-stiffened cylindrical shells. 
Evseev [21] applied the Fourier transform method to investigate force responses on 
periodically stiffened plates. Mace [22] [23] applied the same method to additionally 
investigate free wave propagation in periodically stiffened plates. Eatwell and Bulter [24] used 
Green's functions to formulate the response functions and then utilized the asymptotic method 
to facilitate solution for the responses of a fluid-loaded beam-stiffened plate. 
12. Disordered structures Many analysis approaches have been offered to 
examine and explain the mechanisms responsible for the localization behavior observed in 
disordered structures. Lin and Yang [25] investigated the statistical properties of system 
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, natural frequencies and their associated mode shapes for a disordered N-span beam by using a 
first-order perturbation procedure. Bansal [26] used the receptance method to analyze the free 
wave propagation, natural modes and energy flow in a system formed by joining two semi-
infinite, mono-coupled (only rotational degree of fi*eedom exists at their ends), elastically 
attached periodic beams together or through finite beams which have either periodic or 
disordered attachments. Pierre, Tang, and Dowell [27] employed perturbation analysis to 
investigate localized modes and verified their model with experimental results from a two-span 
disordered beam. Wei and Pierre [28] [29] extended the same analysis method to understand 
the localization phenomena in free and forced vibrations of mistuned rotational assemblies with 
cyclic symmetry. Valero and Bendiksen [30] analyzed the vibration characteristics of mistuned 
bladed-disk assemblies as well. Bendiksen [31] studied the possibility of mode localization 
phenomena in large space structures theoretically and numerically and concluded that at high 
modal densities, localization is a possibility. Keane and Price [32] adopted and compared 
wave, modal, receptance and finite element approaches to examine mono-coupled periodic and 
near-periodic structures (with single rib spacing or material property perturbation). In a recent 
paper, Cai and Lin [33] developed a new perturbation scheme on the basis of probability 
tiieory, defining a localization factor that is used to calculate the average exponential decay rate 
of free wave transmission with respect to the distance of transmission. Chen and Ginsberg 
[34] studied the relationship between veering of eigenvalue loci and parameter sensitivity of 
eigenfunctions. A perturbation series solution was formulated to relate the eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctioDS for different values of the parameter. 
Pierre and Dowell [35] used the perturbation method to obtain the localization of vibrational 
results for a chain of single-degree-of-fireedom coupled oscillators. A series of papers by 
Hodges presented through explanations for the mechanisms of the mode localization; one of 
which used a simple coupled pendula [36]. In addition, Hodges and Woodhouse [37] built an 
experiment setup consisting of a test string with irregularly spaced masses to demonstrate the 
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existence of localized modes in a physical system. Hodges and Woodhouse [38-40] and Pierre 
[41] engaged a new approach, using ensemble averages or statistical averages to study the 
dynamics of structurally irregular mechanical systems. They argued that the distinction 
between the ensemble average and the typical value in that ensemble is important in 
understanding the phenomenon of Anderson localization. Maidanik and Dickey [42] derived 
the impulse response function for ribbed membrane-like panel models. The responses of this 
model served to explain the phenomenon of localization that takes place at frequencies which lie 
within passbands when the periodicity of the ribs is randomly perturbed. 
In the present work, the model derived in [1] is adapted for modal analysis to investigate 
mode localization by evaluating the inertance transfer functions for multiple-ribbed plates. 
Frequency passbands and stopbands can be easily identified from cross transfer functions 
when the ribs are periodic. One expects to see the mode localization phenomenon by 
disturbing the periodicity of the ribs and accordingly discovers the frequency of resonant 
modes shifting within bands in frequency domain. Three types of vibration confinement will 
be conveniently defined by the authors for distinction as follows: 
(1). Infinitely stiff or clamped ribs which cause an energy blocking effect, which is not a 
case of localization, because of its frequency independent character. However, this effect does 
exhibit very strong localized confinement of vibrational energy. 
(2). Nearly periodic rib spacing which causes confinement of vibrational energy in the 
vicinity of the applied force and can shift the frequency of one or more modes from within a 
passband into a stopband. This effect exhibits moderate to strong mode localization or 
vibrational energy confinement. 
(3). Randomly nonperiodic rib spacings which cause confinement of vibrational energy to 
within a certain local bay, while keeping the frequencies of all modes within their original 
passband. This effect exhibits weak mode localization. 
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In addition to the localization analysis, numerical analysis of the above three types of 
structural systems, periodic, quasi-periodic, and near-periodic ribbed infinite plates, are 
performed to calculate structural intensity, acoustic power and pressure patterns and are 
compared to one another. 
The transfer matrix method is used to obtain mode localization results for finite stiffened 
beams. Both free-free and hinged-hinged boundary conditions are included in the formulated 
mathematical models. Experimental verification of the dynamic characteristics of the beams are 
carried out as well. 
Acoustic responses from several cases of baffled beam configurations are obtained 
experimentally. In addition, the Rayleigh integral [43] is adopted to calculate the radiated 
acoustic pressure for similar configuration. Thereafter, one obtains the farfield acoustic power 
by summing the products of the discretized surface areas and the amplitude square of the 
pressure which is proportional to the acoustic intensity in the farfield. 
2. Formulation of Transfer Matrix Method 
The dynamic response of a Bemoulli-Euler beam is governed by a fourth-order differential 
equation as 
(1) 
where y(x,t) represents the transverse displacement response function of the beam; Eb is 
Young's modulus of the beam; lb, ft, Ab are the cross-sectional area moment of inertia, 
density, and cross-sectional area of the beam, respectively. Assuming a time harmonic 
response and executing the method of separation of variables for equation (1), one obtains 
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d l zU l .Pb^y ( x )  =  o .  ( 2 )  
which is now a one-dimensional problem. For convenience, one applies a local coordinate ^ 
as shown in Figure 1. 
Global coordinate ^1 ^ Local coordinate 
: End boundary conditions : Inner attachments 
Figure 1. Coordinates of attached finite beam with end boundary conditions. 
For periodic attachments, one has 
.(n - 1) with (n - 1) / s x s n /, 
and for disordered attachments, one has 
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In + ^-2 +-+ % + 4) with 
ki 
h"^ h +—+ 4i-i ^ ^ + h +—+ 4i-i + , 
for disordered attachments. Then equation (2) in local coordinate turns out to be 
d^yn(ln) . yn(in) = 0, with 0 s |n s 1, n: span number, 
where ; for periodic attachments, Xg and ^ are constants. 
A general solution for above equation can be 
Jfadn) —An sin(Xn In) + Bq sinh(X.n In) + Qi sin[X.n(l - %n)] + % sinh[X.n(l - ln)]j 
where An, Bq, Cn, Dn are coefficients to be determined from the end boundary conditions. 
Considering the continuity equations of displacement and slope and the equilibrium equations 
of moment and force between each span under attachments, one obtains 
yn - l ( l )  =  (0 ) ,  
r î - yn - i ' a )  =  f  
4 i - i  %  
yn- i'(i) = - ^ yn-i "(1) + ^ yh "(O), 
k"-
% yn- id) =  ^yn-1 "(1) - ^  yn "'(0), 
where ' denotes the derivative with respect to the variable ^. In matrix form, one obtains 
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sin sinh kg.; 0 0 
cos XQ.i cosh -1 -1 
Di cos Xn.i - sin Di cosh + sinh \j.i -Di -Di 
Efe sin Xn.i + cos \i.i P2 sinh - cosh -1 1 
0 
S 
0 
—3 
L% 
0 
S 
0 
—3 
sin An 
-P3 cos Xn 
^2 
sin kn 
^3 
-D3 cos Xn 
sinh X-n 
-E^ cosh X-n 
^2 
D3 sinh Xn 
--.3 
% cosh Xn . 
IAn -1 j  
Bn - l '  
Q - l  
iO i - i j  
(An 
k 
Q 
(3) 
where Di, D2, Dg in equation (3) are defined as 
,S=  ,andS  =  ^ ^ - t .  
1  V -1  t  
If the attachments are periodic then = 1, Xn = X^. 1, and is constant for every span. The 
attachments are described by Di and D2 as follows: 
Di: rotational spring (Kr) if it is applied, 
D2: can be an individual term or a combination of the following dynamic attachment terms 
* translational spring (Kt), 
* lumped mass (M), 
* dash-pot (Cd), 
* vibration absorber (My: mass, Ky: spring), 
as appropriate. For example, to describe an attachment comprised of the combination of a 
lumped mass and a translational spring, D2 should be 
4 i - 1  Pb^b  
By knowing the compatibility matrix equation between each span, one can formulate the 
transfer matrix for a multiple-span beam. Thereafter, to enforce the end boundary conditions 
the natural frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes can be determined. 
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For hinged-hinged boundary conditions, one has Ci = 0 = Di; An = 0 = Bn and the system 
matrix equation as 
where elements of Tjj (or matrix [T]) are equivalent dynamic parameters for the system after the 
transfer matrix procedure is executed. Obviously, equation (4) gives a characteristic equation 
which can be described simply as 
For a non-trivial solution, the determinant of equation (5) leads to a frequency equation which 
can be solved by searching for the zero crossings, which will yield eigenvalues corresponding 
to system natural frequencies. After the evaluation of natural frequencies, transfer matrices are 
used to calculate the shape coefficients or eigenvectors for each span corresponding to system 
mode shapes. 
For free-free boundary conditions, the simultaneous constrained equations can be derived: 
r-CisinXj + DisinhXi = 0 
j-Aj + Bj + Cj cosXj - Dj coshXj = 0 
and 
-An sinXn + Bn sinhXn = 0 
-An COsXn + Bn COShXg + Cn - Dg = 0 
(4) 
(5) 
At this point, by substituting An, Bn, Cn, Dg in terms of Ai, Bi, Ci, Di from the transfer 
matrix equation, the characteristic equation can be formulated from: 
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Til Ti2 Ti3 Ti4 
T21 T22 T23 T24 
T31 T32 T33 T34 
l41 T42 T43 T44. 
A l l  j An 
Bi 1. 
q ' Q 
A/ W 
to an algebraically rearranged matrix equation form of: 
Bii Bi2 Bi3 BI4 
B21 B22 B23 B24 
B31 %2 B33 B34 
.a^i B42 B43 B44. 
Ai' /o 
X 
Bl _ ) o  
q jo 
Dl. 
Now, it becomes apparent that the characteristic equation is 
Bii BI2 BI3 BI4 
B21 B22 B23 B24 
B31 B32 B33 B34 
B41 B42 B43 B44 
= 0, or in brief det [B] = 0, (6) 
where det stands for the determinant and [B] is the rearranged matrix from the transfer matrix 
[T]. Again, after the natural frequency evaluation, the transfer matrices are used to calculate the 
mode shapes. 
3. Results and Discussions on Finite Beams 
3.1. Verincations of mathematical and experimental models 
3.1.1. Mathematical model The approach used to examine the mathematical model 
was a simple verification of modal characteristics for two similar multi-span beams with 
identical properties, length and end conditions. The total beam length modeled was 0.6m. One 
was cut into two unequal span lengths of 02m and 0.4m, and the other was cut into three 
unequal span lengths of 0.198m, 02m, and 0.202m respectively. Without any attachments at 
the span interfaces, both cases result in homogeneous beam models. Indeed, exactly the same 
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natural frequencies and mode shapes were obtained for both cases using the mathematical 
model presented above. Moreover, the first two natural modes of the above multi-span beams 
are in exact agreement with theoretical solutions for a homogeneous beam under free-free and 
hinged-hinged boundary conditions. 
3.1.2. Experimental model Standard impact excitation modal tests are performed 
on an aluminum homogeneous beam under free-firee and hinged-hinged boundary conditions 
respectively. The measured frequency response functions (16 measured points) are 
accordingly analyzed by a modal analysis package to build up beam modal characteristics for a 
further comparison with the theoretical solutions. Figure 2 shows the geometric dimensions 
and material properties of the beam used for these experimental and theoretical developments. 
Table 1 and Table 2 list the results for natural frequencies, whereas Figure 3 shows the first 
two experimental mode shapes for tiie beam under two different boundaries. Both the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes obtained from the experiment match the analytical solutions very 
i iz  
material : aluminum 
2*L = 0.6129m 
W = 0.0508m 
t = 0.03175m 
density = 2654kg/m3 
tested beam mass = 0.26kg 
Young's modulus = 6.9elON/m^ 
cross-sectional area = 1.613e-4m2 
area moment of inertia = 1.355e-10m'^ 
bending rigidity = 9.349N*m2 
Figure 2. Beam geometry and properties. 
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Table 1. Natural frequency identification on homogeneous free-free beam. 
Mode number n 
of beam behavior 
Natural frequency [Hz] 
analytical f n / f l  experimental f n / f l  
1 45 1.00 42 1.00 
2 124 2.76 115 2.74 
3 243 5.40 227 5.40 
4 401.5 8.92 375 8.93 
5 599.5 13.32 564 13.43 
6 837.5 18.61 788 18.76 
Table 2. Natural frequency identification on homogeneous hinged-hinged beam. 
Mode number n 
of beam behavior 
Natural free uency [Hz] 
analytical f n / f l  experimental f n / f l  
1 20 1.00 21 1.00 
2 79.5 3.98 83.5 3.98 
3 178.5 8.93 173 8.24 
4 317 15.85 302 14.40 
5 495.5 24.78 468 22.29 
6 713.5 35.68 670 31.90 
well. Also, in the experiment, an elaborate check of the validity of the simulated boundary 
conditions is made. Meanwhile, the mathematical model is further verified using the 
experimental model for comparison of two comparable driving point frequency response 
functions (driving point located 0.04m away from the boundary). Figure 4 shows these 
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mode^l 21Hz 
mode #2 115Hz 
(a) 
mode *2 83.5Hz 
(b) 
Figure 3. Experimental first two mode shapes of the homogeneous beam under (a) fijee-free, 
(b) hinged-hinged boundary conditions 
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Figure 4. Driving point frequency response function comparison between the experimental 
(solid Une) and mathematical (dash line) results on the homogeneous free-free 
beam. 
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frequency response functions, generated from the transfer matrix method and modal analysis 
respectively, for a free-fiee case. 
32. Mode localization demonstrations 
In the previous section, the mathematical and experimental models were validated tiirough 
comparison with appropriate theoretical solutions. These two different models are used to 
demonstrate the mode localization phenomenon by intentionally perturbing the attachments 
applied to an a beam. First, a disordered three-span stiffened free-fiee beam is mathematically 
predicted to have localized modes at higher mode numbers than for a hinged-hinged boundary 
conditions as shown in Figure 5 which displays normalized mode shapes of 7th and 8th mode 
number. Mode shapes are compared between the periodic and disordered cases, which can be 
easily distinguished by recognizing the symmetric shapes for the periodic case. 
Second, a two-span hinged-hinged beam experimental set up is designed to observe the 
vibrational and acoustic responses of localized modes. A series of mathematical predictions are 
made beforehand for this test set up, looking at the responses for both disordered and periodic 
beam stiffening. These responses are compared with the responses to a homogeneous beam. 
A parametric sensitivity study on mode localization is investigated as well on a steel beam. 
3.2.1. Vibrations Figure 6 depicts a schematic of a two-span hinged-hinged beam 
with a stiffener attached at the span interface. With hinged boundaries simulated at both ends 
in experiment, the total length of the beam is equivalent to be 0.608m. The disordered span 
lengths are 0.29m and 0.318m, i.e., a perturbation of ± 0.014m from spans in an equivalent 
periodic system. Translational stiffness Kt of 9.906e8N/m and rotational stiffness Kr of 
8255e3N*m/rad were decided upon according to calculations based on experimental 
constraints for this simulation (see Appendix A). Figure 7 shows the first four normalized 
mode shapes for the homogeneous, periodic, and disordered beams. Significant mode 
localization is evident for the disordered beam result. As one should expect, larger modal 
displacements of die larger span corresponds to a lower resonant frequency. It is also 
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Figure 5. Mode shapes comparison between the periodic (0.2043m/span, solid line) and 
disordered (0.1993m/+A0.005m, dash line) three-span stiffened (Kt = 1.0e6N/m) 
free-free aluminum beam. 
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A L 
Figure 6. Schematic of a hinged-hinged two-span beam with stiffener attachment. 
reasonable that the attachment of stiffness to the homogeneous beam raises system natural 
frequencies and changes mode shapes. 
Localization is sensitive to the extent of the responsible disorder, which can be span length 
perturbations as was just demonstrated, or variations in stiffness of an attachment. Two 
sensitivity studies are mathematically performed on a disordered, two-span hinged steel beam 
of fixed length. Figure 8 exhibits the mode localization sensitivity regulated by variations in 
attachment stiffness under a fixed spatial disorder for die first two localized modes. Similarly, 
Figure 9 indicates the sensitivity affected by variations in attachment location under a fixed 
stiffener. By comparing the trends existing in curves shown in these two figures, one realizes 
that mode localization seems to be more sensitive to disorder of attachment stiffness than to 
disorder of attachment location. Two additional important features are discovered. The closer 
two natural finequencies are to one another, the stronger the presence of localization. As 
disorder increases, the span exhibiting the dominant response exhibits only minor changes in 
curvature compared with curvature changes in span exhibiting less motion. 
Next, series of impact tests were performed on tiie hinged, disordered, two-span stiffened 
aluminum beam. The first three experimental modal characteristics shown in Figure 10, 
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Mode shapes comparison between the homogeneous, periodic, and disordered 
beams (Kt = 9.906e8N/m, Kj = 8.255e3N*m/rad). 
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Figure 7. (Cont'd). 
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Figure 8. Effect of attachment stiffness on natural modes of a two-span hinged steel beam, 
(density: 7870kg/m3, length: 0.4m, width: 0.04m, thickness: 0.01m, bending 
rigidity: 700N*m2). 
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Figure 9. Effect of attachment location on natural modes of a two-span hinged steel beam, 
(density: 7870kg/m3, length: 0.4m, width: 0.04m, thickness: 0.01m, bending 
rigidity: 700N*m^). 
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compare weU with the mathematical results shown in Figure 7 for a similarly disordered two-
span hinged beam. However, the third experimental mode shape seems to exhibit the phase 
relationship between spans that was predicted for the fourth mode. This may have resulted 
from a difficulty in shape estimation due to its small signal to noise ratio in this region, or it 
may be a failure of the boundary conditions to assure zero rotational moment at both ends of 
the beam. Table 3 compares the natural frequencies corresponding to these mode shapes, and 
shows the discrepancies less than 5.1%. Figure 11 presents two driving point frequency 
response functions generated from the experiment and model respectively (driving point 0.04m 
away from the boundary). Again, convincing similarities support the validation. 
Mode ^1: Natural frequency = 109.43Hz 
Mode *2: Natural frequency = 128.49Hz 
Mode *3: Natural frequency = 348.58Hz 
Figure 10. Experimental mode shapes of the disordered, two-span stiffened aluminum beam. 
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Table 3. Natural frequency comparison on the disordered stiffened beam. 
Mode number n 
of beam behavior 
Natural frequency [Hz] 
mathematical (a) experimental (b) error=If a) - fb)l / fa) 
1 112.6 109.4 2.84% 
2 135.4 128.5 5.10% 
3 364.9 348.6 4.47% 
HINGED BOUNDARY CONDITION AT BOTH ENDS 
10^ 10® 
FREQUENCY [HZ] 
Figure 11. Driving point frequency response function comparison between the experimental 
(solid line) and mathematical (dash line) results on the disordered, two-span 
stiffened hinged beam. 
322. AcffWtiçS The experiment was set up in an anechoic chamber to acquire the 
acoustic response from a baffled beam, as shown in Figure 12. A random signal produced 
using a signal generator was fed into the vibration exciter to actuate the baffled beam. The 
cases tested included a disordered, two-span stiffened hinged beam and a homogeneous hinged 
beam. The excitation frequency selected corresponded to the second mode of the beams, 
which should cause monopole and dipole radiation patterns for the homogeneous and two-span 
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Figure 12. Schematic of experimental apparatus and setup for acoustic measurement. 
beam cases, respectively. The exciter is attached to the span with smaller motion for the 
disordered case in order to reduce the coupling effect coming from bending of the stinger 
connecting shaker to the beam. A frequency of 126Hz, which deviates just 3Hz from the 
resonant frequency identified through impact excitation, was used to excited resonance in the 
two-span beam. However, for the homogeneous case with the same exciter location, a 
frequency of 64.5Hz was required to excite the second mode. This drastic change from 
83.5Hz for second mode resonance with impact excitation was related to system modifications 
due in part to shaker attachment. Fully automated facility for obtaining pressure measurements 
was employed with the microphone scanning at a 2cm distance above the aperture 
(0.96m*0.375m). Standard Rayleigh integral analysis was performed to calculate the acoustic 
pressure from a mathematically derived displacement distribution on the surface of the beam. 
As expected. Figure 13 demonstrates the calculated farfield radiation patterns of a monopole 
and a dipole for the corresponding cases 
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Figure 13. Radiation patterns of the (a) homogeneous and (b) disordered hinged beams. 
Under second bending mode excitation. 
of a disordered and a homogeneous beam. Figure 14 and Figure 15 display the calculated and 
measured nearfield pressure response for two cases respectively. Decent agreement remains 
for the homogeneous case. The numerical solution for the disordered case exhibits stronger 
localization in the acoustic response than the actual acoustic measurements. This follows from 
the relative amplitudes of modal displacement that were predicted and actually occurred for the 
disordered beam. Calculated modes typically gave stronger localized shapes than the 
experimentally measured modes. 
Acoustic power was calculated by using a rectangular parallelepiped finite difference area 
integration, together with the derived farfield acoustic pressure. Then the radiation efficiency 
of the beam was computed accordingly to its definition [44-46], as 
o • ÏL— where n is the acoustic power, S is the surface area of the beam, and 
R)CoS{v2)t 
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Figure 14. Acoustic pressure amplitude calculated from the mathematical model and Rayleigh 
integral (2cm above flie beams, aperture size: 0.96m*0.375m). (a) homogeneous, 
(b) disordered beam, (upper: 3-D, lower: contour plots). 
2L 
i- if (x) dx, where U( x) is the velocity response function on the surface of 
0 2 
the beam, and 2L is the total beam length. Table 4 compares the radiation efficiency for the 
first two modes of the three beams whose mode shapes were presented in Figure 7. As one 
knows, at the same frequency a monopole has higher radiation efficiency than a dipole and 
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Figure 15. Acoustic pressure amplitude measured at 2cm above the (a) homogeneous ,(b) 
disordered beams witii an aperture size of 0.96m*0.375m. (upper: 3-D, lower: 
contour plots). 
for two monopoles or two dipoles the one at the higher fiequency will be a more efficient 
radiator. In Table 4, the highest radiation efficiency corresponds to excitation of the second 
mode of the periodic beam, which effectively produces a radiation pattern forming two in-
phase monopoles. The lowest radiation efficiency corresponds to excitation of the second 
mode of the homogeneous beam, which produces an acoustic radiation pattern matching a 
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Table 4. Radiation efficiency comparison on the beams. 
Natural free uency [Hz] Radiation efficiency 
First mode Second mode First mode Second mode 
Homogeneous 19.86 79.43 5.271517e-4 1.352461e-4 
Periodic 122.3 124.1 8.428250e-4 1.779306e-2 
Disordered 112.6 135.5 7.853746e-3 1.050258e-2 
dipole. Excitation of the disordered beam's first and second modes both produced monopole 
radiation patterns and hence were relatively efficient radiators. The second mode was slightiy 
more efficient due to radiating at a higher frequency. The periodic beam's second mode due to 
monopole radiation at 124.1Hz was about 1.75 times as efficient the disordered beam 135.5Hz 
monopole. Also, the first mode of the homogeneous beam presents a monopole but has a 
smaller efficiency than the first mode of tiie periodic beam's dipole radiation pattern, because of 
the difference in their frequencies. 
4. Results and Discussions on Infinite Plates 
4.1. Passband and stooband demonstrations 
Based on the mathematical model developed in [1], infinite plates reinforced with a finite 
number of ribs, with either periodic or nonperiodic rib spacing, that are submerged in vacuo or 
water, are investigated to show their passband and stopband response behavior. 
4.1.1. Simulations of clamped and hinged ribs The investigation of passband 
and stopband behavior in periodic ribbed plates starts with simulations of clamped and hinged 
ribs. Passband frequency extremes can be related to extremes in rib stiffness. The lower 
bounding frequency of a periodic ribbed plate passband corresponds to the natural frequency of 
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a single periodic bay with hinged boundaries at both ends [47]. The upper passband bounding 
frequency is shown to correspond to resonance of a bay with clamped boundaries. 
A seven-ribbed aluminum plate with six identical bays is chosen for analysis, with 
simulations of in vacuo and in water fluid loading. The space between the ribs is 0.5m, and 
the ribs are attached from -1.5m to 1.5m. A loss factor of 0.02 is incorporated into all of the 
ribbed plate models. The hinged rib in vacuo case is considered first. For a line force 
excitation, ribs having only translational stiffness are simulated by using lumped masses with a 
huge density (2.7e7kg/m3) and by intentionally setting the polar mass moment of inertia of 
each rib to zero to exclude the rotational stiffness (see Appendix A in [48]). Examining the 
cross inertance frequency response functions shown in Figure 16(a) and (b), passbands and 
stopbands are evident. In Figure 16(a), there are six minor peaks corresponding to distinct 
natural frequencies within each the eight passbands. This was expected because sbc bays are 
present on a seven-ribbed plate structure. 
The clamped rib in vacuo case requires that the ribs possess enormous translational and 
rotatiional stiffness. In Figure 16(b) the response of a plate with clamped ribs to a line force 
excitation is shown with the hinged rib cross inertance function. This time the previously 
distinct six peaks in each passband collapse to one peak, i.e. the clamped-clamped natural 
frequency for a single bay. Figure 16(b) illustrates that each single peak for the hinged rib 
plate response (two examples shown with arrows). Table 5 shows the natural frequencies for 
peaks in the first three hinged rib passbands. Also shown are lower bounding frequencies 
values found in the literature [47] and upper bounding frequencies values found using peak 
frequencies for the clamped rib simulation. 
For clamped ribbed plates in water, however, the peaks do not collapse to one frequency as 
was observed for the in vacuo case. In water, the number of passband peaks remain equal to 
the number of bounded spans for both the hinged ribs case and the clamped rib case, as shown 
in Figure 17. 
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Figure 16. Inertance response functions for a seven-ribbed plates in vacuo due to a line force 
excited on the periodic (a) hinged (driving point and cross inertance functions), 
(b) clamped (solid line, driving point) and hinged (dash line, cross inertance). 
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Table 5. Natural frequencies in passbands and bounding frequencies [47]. 
Mode 
number 
in group 
Group passband *1 
Natural frequency [Hz] 
peaks bounding 
Group passband *2 
Natural frequency [Hz] 
peaks bounding 
Group passband *3 
Natural frequency [Hz] 
peaks bounding 
1 32.5 31.28x1^ 128.0 31.28x22 285.5 31.28x3^ 
2 37.5 137.5 300.4 
3 45.0 151.5 319.6 
4 54.0 167.0 342.4 
5 63.0 182.0 364.0 
6 69.5 71 193.0 196 379.6 385 
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Figure 17. Driving point inertance response functions due to a line force excited on the 
periodic clamped and hinged seven-ribbed plates in water. 
4.12. Simulation of steel and aluminum ribs Use of realistic rib material 
parameters, such aluminum or steel moduli and density in place of the hinged or clamped rib 
examples, and the use of varied rib numbers, causes a phenomenon in which certain of the 
high frequency passbands merge and broaden as shown in Figure 18. This also happens for 
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Figure 18. Merged passbands investigations on (a) different rib materials, (b) and (c) 
different rib number (all same steel ribs; rib cross-sectional area: 0.02m*0.02m; 
rib spacing: A 0.5m) of the multiple-ribbed plates in vacuo. 
plates submerged in water as shown in Figure 19. In addition to the periodically spaced rib 
cases shown up to this point, a quasi-periodic seven-ribbed plate in vacuo exhibits this 
character, as shown in Figure 20 (quasi-periodic spacing corresponds to random application of 
small perturbations in rib spacing). 
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Figure 19. Merged passbands investigations on different rib number (regular steel ribs; rib 
cross-sectional area: 0.02m*0.02m; rib spacing: A 0.5m) of die multiple-ribbed 
plates in water. 
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Figure 20. Merged passbands investigations on the quasi-periodic seven-ribbed plates in 
vacuo, (rib locations: -1.5, -1.01, -0.51,0,0.52,1.02,1.5m). 
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With successful demonstration of some of the mechanisms that produce changes in 
passbands and stopbands, one may draw the following conclusions regarding the occurrence 
of merged passbands for the multiple-ribbed plate responses in vacuo and in water. The 
inertance function amplitude within consecutive passbands and stopbands gradually increases 
until a merged passbands occurs, after which the amplitude gradually decrease. The merged 
passband occurs over a frequency band where the cross inertance response for a single-ribbed 
plate reaches a maximum amplitude for the transmission of wave energy. Also, die frequency 
range over which the merged passbands appear has a strong connection with rib properties and 
spacing, but has very littie to do with the rib number and cross inertance transmission span. 
Steel ribs exhibit the merged passband phenomenon at lower frequencies than similar 
aluminum ribs. The formulation of the plate response developed in [48] indicates that for line 
force excitations, rib density is the material property responsible for shifts in the frequencies at 
which merged passbands occur. 
The inertance response functions due to a line force excitation of periodic and quasi-
periodic seven-ribbed plates in vacuo are shown in Figure 21. Passbands for line force 
excitation are shown to coincide with passbands for point force excitation of the same ribbed 
plates in Figure 21. In addition, inertance response functions due to the line force excitation of 
the same plates in water, along with the case of a periodic three-ribbed plate in water are shown 
in Figure 22. Water produces a downward shift in response frequencies and a reduction in 
response amplitudes. 
42. Mode localization demonstrations 
Additional work extends the matiiematical model in [1] to allow analysis of the mode 
localization phenomenon in disordered ribbed plates. In addition, the evidence that water 
provides an energy transmission path and reduces the localization phenomenon is presented. A 
quasi-periodic disordered multiple-ribbed plate was just presented in the merged passbands 
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Figure 21. Inertance response functions due to a line and point force excited on the periodic 
and quasi-periodic seven-ribbed plates in vacuo. 
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Figure 22. Inertance response functions due to a line force excited on the periodic and quasi-
periodic multiple-ribbed plates in water. 
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investigation. Here, the attention will be centered on the formation of localized modes in quasi-
periodic and near-periodic ribbed plates. 
Driving point response functions for two seven-ribbed plates are shown in Figure 23, 
where the upper frequency of interested is lowered from 2500Hz to 500Hz in order to observe 
only the lower passbands. The six peaks in each passband of the response function for a 
periodic seven-ribbed plate (as in Figure 21) correspond to six individual mode shapes. 
Because the arrangement of the quasi-periodicity in earlier figures is random, a second 
quasi-periodic rib spacing arrangement is selected to provide additional insight into the 
mechanism of mode localization. Figure 23(a) and (b) show driving point inertance response 
functions of two different cases of quasi-periodic seven-ribbed plates. A comparison of the six 
driving point response functions for each case shows that six frequencies within each passband 
vary with the rib spacing arrangements, which are listed below. It is convenient to list those 
two random quasi-periodic arrangements with equivalent total span of 3.0m as follows 
(a), quasi-periodic rib spacing (old arrangement) [m]: -1,5, -1.01, -0.51,0,0.52,1.02,1.5, 
(b). quasi-periodic rib spacing (new arrangement) [m]: -1.5, -0.99, -0.47,0,0.49,0.99,1.5. 
In Figure 23 (a), one detects that the peak at 277.5Hz, corresponding to the lowest frequency 
peak in the third passband, localizes in the fourth bay, the bay which has the largest span 
lengtii. On the other hand, in Figure 23 (b) the highest frequency peak in this passband, at 
415Hz, localizes the dominant plate response in the diird bay which has the shortest span 
length. 
The mode localization phenomenon in the quasi-periodic (±4% random disorder) 14-ribbed 
and 28-ribbed plate cases is demonstrated next by starting with the inertance response functions 
shown in Figure 24. A peak in the fourth passband is selected for both cases. The 
corresponding mode shapes for the periodic and quasi-periodic arrangements are shown in 
Figure 25 for a line force applied outside of the rib span. Both displacement plots show that 
response localization emerges from the transmitted waveform and is evident within a particular 
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3 F 
frequency [Hz] 
Figure 23. Driving point inertance response functions for each bay of two different quasi-
periodic (a) old, (b) new arrangements on the seven-ribbed plates in vacuo. 
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(b) 
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Figure 23. (Cont'd). 
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Figure 24. Inertance response functions due to a line force excited on the periodic and quasi-
periodic (a) 14-ribbed (periodic rib span: -325 to 3.25m/A 0.5m), (b) 28-ribbed 
(periodic rib span: -6.75 to 6.75m/A 0.5m) plates in vacuo. 
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Figure 25. Normalized mode shapes of the first mode in the fourth passband due to a line 
force excited on the periodic and quasi-periodic (a) 14-ribbed, (b) 28-ribbed 
plates in vacuo. 
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bay. The greater the rib number, the more severe the resultant localization, which is in 
agreement with comments presented in the literature [49]. 
Two cases of a near-periodic 14-ribbed plate in vacuo are generated by just disordering one 
rib of a periodic system. Inertance response functions for a slight deviation of one rib's 
position and of one rib's density are presented in Figure 26(a) and (b), respectively. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 26. Mode localization for the near-periodic with single rib (a) spacing, (b) density 
disorder on the 14-ribbed plates in vacuo, (upper: inertance response functions; 
lower: mode shapes). 
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Localization is achieved for both cases with the displacement response localizing in the vicinity 
of the force application. The single rib spacing disorder case is further illustrated by moving a 
line force at the frequency of the highest peak in the fourth passband to selected bays as shown 
in Figure 27. Strong mode localization is confined to within a small distance close to the 
*10 
3 
I r— 
-2 
*10 
-2 
*10"'' 
-2 
Ij0in0 
: WV\ i^fl/lyWlywvAAA— 
Wmd 
f i t  t -4 -2 
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IE 
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-2 0 2 
plate location along x-axis [m] 
Figure 27. Strong mode localization on selected bay of the near-periodic 14-ribbed plate in 
vacuo. 
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applied force for this frequency. This mode is strongly localized, because this particular 
frequency corresponds to a mode that falls in the stopband of a similar ribbed plate with no 
disorder. 
Next, a single rib spacing disorder near-periodic seven-ribbed plate is investigated in vacuo 
as well as in water. Figure 28 presents the same situation of the frequency from a passband 
mode for periodic rib spacing shifting into the periodic plate's stopband frequency range for 
4 0.8 
0.6 IN VACUO N WATER 
8 
l a  0.4 
0.2 
0 110.0 
501 1 1 101 201 301 401 101 201 301 401 501 
frequency (Hz] frequency (Hz] 
*10 
1.5 
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1.0 
0.5 
0.0 
plate kxaiion along x axis (m] plate location along % axis [m] 
(a) (b) 
Figure 28, Mode localization for the near-periodic with single rib spacing disorder on the 
seven-ribbed plates (a) in vacuo, (b) in water, (upper: inertance response 
functions; lower: mode shapes). 
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both in vacuo and in water cases. The mode shape definitely displays a weaker localization 
effect in water than in vacuo. This is explained by recognizing that the fluid loading is 
beneficial for transmitting energy throughout the neighboring bays, which increases the 
coupling effect between the bays and subsequently abates the localization phenomenon. After 
all, water provides an energy path to the adjacent bays and increases the coupling strength 
between the bays thereby diminishing the mode localization effect. 
Active structural intensities are used to help observe and compare the localization 
phenomenon, for periodic, quasi-periodic, and near-periodic seven-ribbed plates in air and in 
water. Figure 29 provides the responses due to a line force applied outside the ribs (at XQ = 
-1.5m) for comparable system natural frequencies. Each frequency corresponds to a peak in a 
passband for the above three different ribbed plate systems respectively. Responses show that 
of these six cases, the near-periodic rib spacing produces the smallest response in the spans 
between ribs and the largest response in the area close to the force location. In this sense, it 
may be equivalent to say that the near-periodic case causes the active structural intensity to have 
a stronger localization effect than the quasi-periodic case does. 
To show tiie coupling effect provided by water fluid loading, one again employs the 
simulated clamped seven-ribbed plates in vacuo and in water and looks at the normalized 
displacement and normalized active structural intensity responses for two comparable system 
natural frequencies. From Figure 30, the provision of the coupling effect is evident since one 
notices that both the displacement and structural intensity responses in water have much more 
energetic activities in the adjacent bays in spite of the clamped rib constraints. 
An interesting result was observed that the water enhances tiie active structural intensity 
response at die rib locations when ribs are realistic as shown in Figure 29. Nevertheless, the 
response at the rib locations is attenuated when ribs are clamped as shown in Figure 30. The 
clamped ribs case is consistent with the consequence obtained in [1] for a clamped three-ribbed 
plate in water. 
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Figure 29. Active structural intensity responses for the periodic, quasi-periodic, and near-
periodic seven-ribbed plates (a) in vacuo, (b) in water due to a line force applied 
at xo = -1.5m with comparable natural frequencies. 
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periodic clamped seven-ribbed plates in vacuo and water due to a line force 
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4J. Acoustic radiation pattern and power calculations 
In order to see the impact of localization on the acoustic response, acoustic radiation 
patterns and radiated power are calculated for multiple-ribbed plates in air. For the periodic and 
quasi-periodic 14-ribbed plate cases, farfield pressure patterns and acoustic radiated power are 
shown in Figure 31. Figure 31(a) shows the symmetric pattern resulting ùom application of a 
IN point force at the origin, and is included for reference and comparison. With the same 
point force applied at XQ = -4.0m, the pattern for the periodic case, (b), changes compared with 
the quasi-periodic case, (c), with most notable differences in the patterns where the ribs are 
z 
(a) frequency = 306.5Hz 
306.5Hz, acoustic power = 5.355e-6 [watt] 296Hz, acoustic power = 5.455e-6 [watt] 
Figure 31. Farfield pressure patterns and acoustic power for the (a), (b) periodic and (c) 
quasi-periodic 14-ribbed plates in air at comparable natural frequencies due to a 
IN point force applied at (a) the origin, (b) and (c) XQ = -4.0m. 
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located. The quasi-periodic case also has slightly higher acoustic power radiation. 
For the periodic and near-periodic cases, the same calculations are carried out on seven-
ribbed plates in air and are shown in Figure 32. Because the excited frequency is one that 
shifted into the periodic plate's stopband, the periodic case presents a pattern in nature similar 
to a semi-spherical pattern radiated from a point force excited homogeneous plate. Again, the 
localization effect seems to have little influence on the acoustic radiated power. 
Z 
(a) acoustic power = 3.972e-6 [watt] 
z 
(b) acoustic power = 3.982e-6 [watt] 
Figure 32. Farfield pressure patterns and acoustic power for the (a) periodic, (b) near-
periodic seven-ribbed plates in air at frequency 230Hz due to a IN point force 
applied at XQ = -2.0m. 
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5. Conclusions 
The transfer matrix method was accomplished in analyzing the vibrational characteristics on 
the finite attached multiple-span beams. The localization phenomenon that exists on the 
disordered stiffened beams both under free-free and hinged-hinged end boundaries and is 
sensitive to the disordered stiffness and location of the spring attachments. Elaborate 
vibrational and acoustic experiments were executed successfully on a baffled, stiffened two-
span hinged beam in examining the existence of the localized modes and the accuracy of 
predicted acoustic responses which were solved primarily from the Rayleigh integral. 
Radiation efficiency of the finite beams was investigated as well to manifest the monopole and 
dipole radiation behavior. 
Starting fiom the numerical investigations performed on the simulated clamped and hinged 
multiple-ribbed infinite plates, passbands and stopbands were unquestionably realized on 
multiple-ribbed plates in vacuo and in water. The possibility that passbands can merge was 
demonstrated. 
The localization phenomenon was created in a controllable manner on ribbed plates. In the 
simulation of clamped ribs on multiple-ribbed plates in vacuo, energy was blocked and could 
not propagate to neighboring bays. Definitely, this is not the case of so-called mode 
localization phenomenon, because the occurrence is frequency independent. With realistic ribs, 
however, the quasi-periodic and near-periodic multiple-rib plates suggest the confinement in 
energy transmission due to localization. Especially, the near-periodic case provides strong 
mode localization and confines the vibrational energy in the neighborhood of the applied force. 
The quasi-periodic case presents weak mode localization or wave energy confinement in 
various bays, depending on span length when excited at specific natural frequencies. 
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Farfield acoustic pressure pattern in three-dimensional presentation is particularly useful for 
unsymmetric patterns. In this work, the acoustic radiation patterns in air disclose that plate 
localization effect changes the pressure patterns. 
In the structure, active structural intensity indicated similar magnitudes for periodic and 
quasi-periodic ribbed plates, but both of which were different than for near-periodic ribbed 
plates. In the farfield, the acoustic radiated power show no significant differences between the 
periodic, quasi- and near-periodic ribbed plates. 
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APPENDIX A: SIMULATION OF STIFFNESS ATTACHMENT 
For a stiffness attachment of steel beam as shown in Figure A1 
StlfThess aCtachment 
Wddftng 
Dead weight 
Eb=19.5elO[N/m2] 
b = 0.0508 [m] 
t = 0.005 [m] 
h = 0.05 [m] 
Ib = b*t3/12[m4] 
Ab = b*t [m2] 
Figure Al. Geometry of stiffness attachment. 
can be simulated as a clamped beam with rotational and translational degrees of freedom at the 
free end as shown in Figure A2 
/^/e=4E;,%/h 
F/u=EbAy/h 
Figure A2. Stiffness of simulated stiffness attachment. 
Then, the rotational stiffness [50] is 
kr = 4*Eb Ib/h = 8255e3 [N*ra/rad], 
the translational stiffness is 
kt = Eb*Ab/h = Eb (b*t)/h = 9.906e8 [N/m]. 
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SUMMARY AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The vibrational and acoustic responses of ribbed infinite plates due to an excitation of plane 
wave incident pressure, line force, and point force have been systematically explored. 
Analysis of single-ribbed plate responses while neglecting fluid loading aided to understanding 
the fundamental components of the ribbed plate vibration problem. This information provided 
the basis for a more involved mathematical formulation modeling multiple-ribbed plates with 
fluid loading. 
The direct numerical integration scheme employed in obtaining plate displacement 
responses has proved to be straightforward and reliable. Although the double integration 
expression in some responses makes the technique infeasible, a practical way to overcome that 
difficult is realized by using a standard branch-cut contour integral, an approach that has been 
broadly adopted by past work, to eliminate one integration step analytically. A similar 
procedure was taken in resolving the slow convergence problem that results from application of 
the direct integration scheme on the higher derivative terms existing in the structural intensity 
response expression. 
Prior to this investigation, very little literature has managed to obtain solutions for the 
nearfield acoustic pressure response for point force excited single-ribbed plates in air and 
actually shown the evanescent and propagating sound field separately. Matching of the on-axis 
nearfield and farfield sound pressure analyzed at a certain radiation distance with two distinct 
techniques (the proposed direct integration scheme and the standard stationary phase method) 
provides verification for plate displacement response solutions and for the basic relationship 
that connects displacement to the acoustic response. Further steps developed fiom standard 
theories have made structural intensity, acoustic intensif, and acoustic power calculations 
possible in the nearfield and farfield, and are demonstrated in this work. This work, the 
formulation and solution of models for the stinctural-acoustic interaction of fluid loaded plates. 
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with multiple randomly spaced attached ribs, represents a valuable contribution to the field of 
structural acoustics. 
Results provided by the mathematical model derived and the proposed numerical scheme 
were not only verified consistently in this work, but were also compared successfully with 
other literature's results. Having gained confidence in the modeling technique, the well-known 
passband and stopband character existing in periodic structures has been easily examined. 
Furthermore, an extension to comprehension of the mechanisms that generate the mode 
localization phenomenon on disordered structures has been realized. 
Sunrniahzing the results obtained on single- and multiple-ribbed infinite plates submerged 
in air or water, the following general conclusions can be made. 
For the case of single-ribbed plates submerged in vacuo and in air. 
1. The rib provides a reduction in plate displacement and acoustic responses. Notably, 
when excitation at the plate coincidence frequency is applied to the rib, the radiated acoustic 
power can be decreased to 10 times less than the power radiated fiom similar excitation of a 
homogeneous plate. As the distance between the rib and the excitation location increases, the 
influence of the rib diminishes. The sensitivity of farfield pressure to the force application 
location is demonstrated by observing the nature of symmetry in the three-dimensional farfield 
pressure patterns as the rib is approached. 
2. The model and numerical scheme presented achieve a more accurate result in the 
impedance ratio investigation for a point force excitation on the rib of a single-ribbed plate in 
vacuo than the literature's first order perturbation result. 
3. The structural intensity response not only provides an excellent tool in identifying rib 
and force locations, but aids interpreting peaks and troughs in the displacement response as 
well. The integrated structural power, based on structural intensity, exhibits a balance of 
mechanical power flow across an attached rib and loss factor dissipation in the ribbed plate. 
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4. The acoustic intensity response does not provide as much information as structural 
intensity does for identifying rib and force positions. In-plane and out-of-plane acoustic 
intensity comparisons show that only the in-plane acoustic intensity identifies the force location 
precisely. In contrast, the out-of-plane acoustic intensity, which has been used in most noise 
source identification woric, turns out to give an imprecise force location. The rib location can 
not be identified using either of the acoustic intensities. 
For multiple-ribbed plates submerged in air or water: 
5. The single-ribbed plate without fluid loading case discussed above has been shown to be 
a special limiting case of the multiple-ribbed plate (with a single rib) in a low density fluid, air. 
In addition, validation of special cases of the model, including fluid loaded homogeneous 
plates has been performed by executing comparisons with literature's results. 
6. Unavoidably, a branch-cut contour integral has to be performed on some higher 
derivative terms in the structural intensity expression for the fluid loaded case. In realizing this 
procedure, solution of a difficult double integration numerical scheme becomes practical, by 
getting rid of one integration step analytically. 
7. Verification of the multiple-ribbed plate model modal characteristics has been 
accomplished by simulating infinitely stiff ribs with clamped behavior. Accuracy is 
demonstrated by comparing natural fiiequencies with literature's solutions and validating mode 
shapes. The model can justifiably be used to investigate the passband and stopband character. 
8. The structural intensity response is again shown to be an excellent tool for rib and force 
position identification even with the multiple-ribbed plate in water case. It has been recognized 
as providing an alternative to modal analysis in judging the severity of the mode localization. 
The displacement and structural intensity responses for the clamped rib simulations in water 
exhibit the expected bay to bay coupling effect coming from the fluid. 
9. Only the farfield acoustic pressure and power were included in calculations for the 
multiple-ribbed plate. Water reduces acoustic power radiation drastically and influences the 
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pressure pattern, which changes from a monopole in air to a dipole in water at frequencies 
below the plate coincidence frequency. 
10. The dependence of radiated acoustic power on the location where a point force is 
applied has been extended to include fluid loading, using a single-ribbed plate in water. These 
results show that whether the point force is acting on the rib or not is crucial. A demonstration 
has revealed that when the point force is acting away from the rib of the ribbed plate the 
radiated power nearly approaches to the power radiated from a homogeneous plate due to an 
identical force. 
For the passband and stopband demonstrations: 
11. For the in vacuo case with multiple infinitely stiff ribs (clamped ribs), peaks in the 
driving point inertance frequency response function represent the upper bound frequencies for 
the passbands. For simulated periodic hinged ribs (infinite translational stiffness, zero 
rotational stiffness) on the multiple-ribbed plate, those peaks forming a group with the lowest 
peak frequencies serve as the lower bound frequencies of the passbands and correspond to the 
natural frequencies of a bay with hinged-hinged end conditions. However, for the case of a 
ribbed plate in water, the above observation on passband frequency boundaries fails because 
the coupling effect provided by the water fiuid is sufficiently prevalent that the peaks in the 
group can not be collapsed into a single natural frequency as observed for the in vacuo case 
with clamped-clamped end conditions. 
12. Both periodic and quasi-periodic multiple-ribbed plates submerged in air or water can 
present the passband and stopband character. Each passband contains multiple peaks and the 
number of the peaks is equal to the number of inter-rib bays. Passbands become much more 
distinctive in the cross inertance response function when as rib number increases, overall 
periodicity of rib spacing in the plate increases. 
13. Passbands can merge and effectively broaden at certain high frequencies for multiple-
ribbed plates in air or water. Based on data observation, this occurrence effected by rib 
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properties and rib spacing but has little to do with rib number or cross inertance transmission 
span. Usually the merging of peaks happens approximately at the point where the cross 
inertance response function indicates maximum transmission. 
For the mode localization demonstrations: 
14. Although the clamped rib multiple-ribbed plate presented the strongest appearance of a 
localized plate displacement, it did not exhibit the so called mode localization phenomenon, 
since the observed displacement effect is frequency independent. The displacement 
confinement is just a blocking effect due to the clamped restriction on rib motion. 
15. The near-periodic case in multiple-ribbed plates, defined as a disorder exerted on the rib 
spacing or density, has strong mode localization at the perturbed system's natural frequencies 
which shift into the stopbands of a similar unperturbed ribbed plate. The stopband makes the 
ti-ansmission ampUtude decay so fast that the vibratory energy only occurs in the vicinity of the 
applied force. 
16. The quasi-periodic case in multiple-ribbed plates, defined as a disorder randomly 
interspaced on the rib spacing, has weak mode localization at the natural frequencies, none of 
which shift into stopband frequencies. Although the confinement of energy most often occurs 
at a particular bay, energy transmission does extend throughout the rest of the bays with a 
slightiy faster decay rate that seen with unperturbed or periodic ribbed plates. 
An innmediate recommendation for future investigations is the extension of the current 
simplified submerged flat ribbed plate model to a more realistic rib-reinforced cylindrical shell 
model. Basically, similar analytical and numerical techniques should still be applicable for the 
investigation of infinite ribbed shell structures. From the work of Burroughs ( J. Acoust. Soc. 
Am. 75,715-722 1984), although the model formulation seems tractable, the numerical 
calculations required for solutions would become much more involved. Another 
recommendation would be to modify the current rib model, of point-wise rib reactions, in a 
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more realistic model by taking into account of a distribution of reactions and the coupling effect 
between translational and rotational degrees of freedom. 
In a separate investigation, the transfer matrix method provided an efficient approach for 
analyzing the vibrational characteristics of finite attached multiple-span beams. Based on the 
model developed, the mode localization phenomenon exists on disordered stiffened beams both 
under ftee-free and hinged-hinged end conditions. The sensitivity of the response to 
attachment disorder, sti^ness, and location was also examined through modifications in the 
spring attachments. An elaborate vibrational and acoustic experiment was carefully carried out 
on a baffled, stiffened, two-span, hinged beam to examine the existence of localized modes and 
verify the predicted acoustic responses (which were solved analytically using a Rayleigh 
integral). In addition, the radiation efficiency of finite beams has been investigated for 
comparison of the radiation behavior presented by the different stiffened beam arrangements. 
Similarly, summarizing the results obtained for multiple-span finite beams submerged in 
air, the following conclusions can be generally made. 
1. Beams with both free-free and hinged-hinged end conditions and disordered, multiple-
spans exhibited the existence of localized modes. The hinged-hinged case is accompanied by 
experimental work in which the existence of the localized modes was realized. 
2. In the two-span hinged beam, localization seemed to be more sensitive to disorder of the 
stiffness amplitude than to disorder of the stiffness attachment location. 
3. The dependence of acoustic radiation efficiency on the radiation pattern and the 
fi:equency of the vibration mode encountered is basically verified. In general, the radiation 
pattern of a monopole has higher radiation efRciency than a dipole does at the same frequency. 
If two different frequency vibration modes have the same radiation patterns, the one with 
higher frequency has more efficient acoustic radiation. 
In completing the experimental and analytical investigations performed on multiple-span 
finite beams, use of the transfer matrix method in analysis of the mode localization 
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phenomenon on multiple-span finite plates naturally becomes a promising future work. To see 
the passband and stopband character existing in periodic finite structures will be an interesting 
future topic as well, the existence of which has already been proved by several authors. 
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